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ABSTRACT
Benesh, Nickolas Alan. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August 2011. Narratives with
an Impact: Linguistic Features of Cognitive and Emotional Engagement in
Transportation. Dr. Max Louwerse, Major Professor.
Narratives have the ability to impact a person’s sense of reality by transporting
them into a narrative world. However, the linguistic feature of these narratives has been
overlooked. Four experiments aimed to investigate which linguistic features may
influence these feelings of being transported in text and in film. In the experiments
participants read or watched narratives while their reading time, eye behavior, and
conscious responses to whether they were feeling transported were recorded. The
responses from the first experiment were used to create a formula for scoring narrative on
transportability which was subsequently used to predict transportation levels in new text.
Results showed that the formula was effective for predicting transportation in text, but
not for film. In addition, results for measures of pupil diameter, fixation duration, reading
time, and online response while reading/viewing were also found to predict transportation
to varying degrees. In addition, pupil diameter, fixation duration, and online responses
predicted transportation across text and film. The four experiments show that
transportation is a construct and that it can be measured using computational methods and
online measures.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Throughout our lives we are exposed to narratives every day, many of which
impact our beliefs and views of our environment. For instance, a bestselling book might
have more impact on beliefs than a bargain-bin book. Researchers in discourse
psychology have primarily focused on the comprehension aspects of narratives (Britton
& Graesser, 1996; Goldman, Graesser, & van den Broek, 1999). There is, however,
another side to narratives that has received far less attention, the impact they have on the
reader (Green, Strange, & Brock, 2002). The main question this dissertation aims to
address is what aspects of a narrative carries us away and impacts us cognitively and
emotionally.
Previous work by Nell (1988) and Gerrig (1993) looked at how the activity of
reading affects the reader’s mental state and the possible processes involved. Nell (1988)
defines the act of reading for pleasure as ludic reading, which is similar to the feeling of
being lost in a book. Nell proposed a model that explains the process of reading for
pleasure. Before reading, there are three antecedents that need to be satisfied in order for
ludic reading to occur. Sufficient levels in reading ability, positive expectations, and
correct book selection which incorporates aspects of the other two antecedents. If these
are adequately met, ludic reading can begin. During ludic reading large amounts, if not
all of attention is focused on the task of reading to the point of a trance like state. While
in this trance, instead of a relaxation of arousal, the reader is experiencing heightened
arousal. To sustain this mental state the book induces reinforcers (e.g., judged to be
entertaining) through its story that keep the reader’s attention focused on the story. Nell
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discussed these reinforcers in the story only briefly. Further work by Gerrig (1993)
extended this work.
Gerrig (1993) argues that fictional information can have real-world effects and
focuses on how fictitious information is represented compared to prior knowledge. Gerrig
proposes that belief in fictitious information does not come from a suspension of
disbelief, but instead is a willing construction of disbelief. This claim would indicate that
humans have the ability to consciously turn their beliefs on and off. However, Gerrig
points to the behavior of beach goers’ paranoia of shark attacks following the theatrical
release of Jaws, where many had a new found fear of entering the water. Based on
findings by Gerrig, he proposes that people generate separate structures for new
information from preexisting information with a link between them. The strength of this
link contributes to the impact it has on real-world judgment.
Both Nell (1988) and Gerrig’s (1993) hypotheses have provided a solid basis for
describing experiences people have with narratives. However, these hypotheses have not
previously been formalized into a testable model. The Transportation-Imagery model has
hypothesized that the impact narratives have on a person’s beliefs stems from a feeling of
transportation (Green & Brock, 2000). This idea of transportation comes from Gerrig’s
(1993) description of being cognitively and emotionally transported into a story world.
His description is more metaphorical in nature, describing the transported person as a
traveler who mentally goes some distance from their original environment. When the
traveler returns to the original environment, they comeback somewhat changed from the
experience (Gerrig, 1993). A more concrete and recent definition of transportation is a
state of mind in which a reader/viewer has practically all of their attention focused on the
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story world, may be less responsive to surrounding events, and experience vivid mental
images/emotions of story characters and settings (Green & Brock, 2002). This definition
implies that higher engagement in a narrative should lead to increased feelings of being
transported into the narrative (Green & Brock, 2000). In addition, many of these concepts
appear related to theories of embodied cognition, specifically Zwaan’s (2004) Immersed
Experiencer Framework (IEF). Both Zwaan’s model and Green and Brock’s model
discuss experiencing language as if a person were physically present in the described
events. This suggests that aspects of language can convey perceptually engaging
information. The IEF seeks to model language comprehension by taking into account
representations produced from perceptual and action stimuli. The theory involves three
processes: 1) activation of functional schemas across motor areas in the brain, 2)
integration of these active functional schemas into construals, and 3) integration of
previous construals with the current construal over time. In this way, the comprehenders
mentally act out the situation described by the language. IEF specifically focuses on
language and the spatial context of a situation by including temporal-spatial and
psychological perspectives in language representation. These representations are believed
to contain or execute sensorimotor simulations while they are formed. Therefore, theories
like IEF might be able to explain why text with more imagery and affect are in general
more transportive, by accounting for sensorimotor simulations that show patterns of
physiological activation. However, the primary focus of this dissertation is specifically on
experiencing narratives, so we will not go into embodiment until later in the dissertation
when discussing connections to broader areas of research.
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The concept of transportation is not entirely new. Transportation shares some
similarities with the other theories of immersion such as flow theory and the
characteristic absorption. Flow is a mental state in which a person is in a deep focus on
nothing but the activity at hand (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). The central aspect of flow is
the activity while all other aspects leave awareness. Like transportation, those in flow
also experience a distorted sense of time along with narrowing of external awareness.
However, because flow is more task-centered it is unlikely to predict the emotional
connection between story and person in addition to belief changes.
Another related concept, absorption, is a personality characteristic described as a
person’s susceptibility to absorbing and self-altering experiences (Tellegen, 1982).
Persons high in this characteristic are described as being highly emotionally responsive to
entrancing stimuli. While experiencing absorption a person’s entire attention is engaged
in the sensory and imaginative experience. A person high on this characteristic might
experience lower awareness of self while fully absorbed in a story. Like transportation,
the person experiences the story as if it were their surrounding reality. However,
Tellegen’s absorption would focuses on the person losing their self identity in the story
experience. While this behavior is like transportation, it is at a much deeper level, where
absorbed person becomes the character in the story instead of a separate identity
observing and speculating on events.
At present, most research on transportation has focused on text as the medium for
inducing transportation, and rely on self-report measures. Green and Brock (2000)
created a questionnaire to measure transportation using self-report Likert questions given
to participants after being presented with stimuli. Through testing they were able devise a
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stable measure for the construct of transportation. Current studies rely heavily on similar
self-reports to ascertain the impact texts have on readers. A typical experiment involves
the selection of a text on a specific topic of interest to the researcher, having participants
fill out a belief questionnaire, followed by reading of the passage, and finally having
them fill out another questionnaire gauging any changes in beliefs or their mental state
while they were reading.
However, narratives can be presented in other media, and the reader is not the
only component involved in transportation. Some recent studies have begun to examine
the impact of transportation across media in print and film, but have continued to
primarily focus on aspects of the viewer (Dal Cin, Zanna, & Fong, 2004; Green et al.,
2008). In a similar manner, Dal Cin et al. (2004) created a questionnaire to measure
transportability, which is a person’s ability to become transported. They used this
questionnaire to test whether medium (text vs. film) had an impact on transportation
ratings. They found little to no difference for the effects of medium. Green et al. (2008)
also looked at individual differences for repeated exposure to a narrative in text and film.
They found that reading the narrative first, followed by watching, produced a significant
increase in transportation responses. While both studies increased our knowledge of
transportation as a construct, neither directly address the impact of transportation in the
medium of film.
Current research on text suggests that transportation is likely produced by many
different factors, including ease of imagery, readers’ ability to imagine, fluency of text
cohesion, fluency of reader comprehension, and the craftsmanship of the story (Green,
2008). Because the factors of a narrative text that affect transportation have never been
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explicitly tested, it is unclear what their effects are on the reader. This dissertation aims to
do just that by focusing on the linguistic features of narratives and what role they play in
making reading a narrative a more immersive experience, specifically focusing on
imagery, emotion, and subjectivity words.
The current work is based on a theory that began to look at defining what it means
to be transported into a narrative and how to measure levels of it through self-report
(Green & Brock 2000). Green and Brock (2002) proposed five assumptions for their
Transportation-Imagery model to help account for when transportation occurs and its
impact on readers.
The first assumption concerns minimum needed structure and describes three
basic components involved in a transportive narrative: a) the text must be in narrative
form, b) the text should call to mind images of the story, and c) the person’s beliefs are
caught up in the story.
The second assumption concerns the level of influence on the reader, i.e., the
level of narrative persuasion (belief change) being contingent on the extent to which
images are activated by transportation, defined as a state in which a person becomes
absorbed in the narrative world, mentally leaving the real world momentarily. This is
accomplished through text that invokes mental imagery, emotional, and cognitive
engagement inducing the reader to focus much of their consciousness on what is
happening in the narrative (Green, 2008). Mental imagery is defined as perceiving some
object, event, or scene when it is not physically present. Emotional engagement is when
the reader forms emotional connections with characters in the narrative. Cognitive
engagement occurs when person’s attention is completely focused on the narrative. This
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relates to Eddy and Glass (1981) who first had naïve readers rate imageability for
sentences, then had participants perform a sentence verification task varying the degree
of imagery. They found that reading and verifying high imagery sentences took longer
than low imagery sentences, suggesting that higher imagery involves more cognitive
engagement.
The third assumption concerns the specific aspects of the narrative that impact the
reader, and states that the level of transportation is affected by attributes of the person
(i.e., imagery skill). This assumption could also be seen as the medium in which the
narrative is experienced determines the amount of effort the reader needs to put forth for
imagery. For instance, more effort is required while reading a text than while watching a
film (Green et al., 2008; Singer, 1980). In addition, Busselle and Bilandzic (2008)
proposed that transportation occurs when a person is constructing a mental model
smoothly. They found that information that conflicts with the reality in the narrative or
with external reality disrupt participants’ mental model construction. This suggests
factors that increase reading fluency or facilitate constructing mental models will increase
transportation, while factors that decease reading fluency should decrease transportation.
The fourth assumption completes the third assumption and concerns the
combination of medium with reader ability by expressing that the attributes of the text
(script) affect transportation. These text attributes include: the level of artistic
craftsmanship (currently determined by external success) and the adherence to typical
narrative structure. This assumption proposes that the attributes of the context (medium)
in which the narrative is presented will affect the level of transportation. For example,
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some contexts or mediums may limit opportunities for imaginative investment and
interaction from the person.
These four assumptions describe the minimum needed structure, level of
influence on the reader, specific aspects of the narrative that impact the reader, and the
combination of medium with reader ability. According to Green and Brock (2002)
influences for transportation come from three sources: 1) the reader, 2) the narrative, and
3) the context/medium. Within those sources, imagery and immersion of the narrative are
strongly woven across the sources as important attributes.
Previous findings of transportation have focused on the impact they have on
human behavior. Green, Brock, and Kaufman (2004) found that when readers enjoyed the
text, they were more likely to express higher levels of transportation. This was found for
both fictional and non-fictional stories, suggesting that transportation is not limited to a
particular type of narrative (Green, Garst, Brock, & Chung, 2006). The impact of
immersion in narratives has been investigated in relation to persuading readers to take
interest in something they otherwise wouldn’t care about or better make an argument
more concrete. Green and Brock (2000) observed that higher levels of transportation can
lead to a higher likelihood of changing a person’s beliefs on a topic or lower the
likelihood they would counter argue an issue. One example of this is the persuasion used
in public narratives and medical narratives to promote regular screenings and provide
hope to current patients from cancer survivor stories (Green & Brock, 2000; Kreuter et
al., 2007). In all of these studies the vividness of imagery seems to positively correlate
with levels of transportation. Furthermore, transportation seems to impact beliefs in
several ways: lower likelihood of counter arguing, creating emotional responses to
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characters, and using characters as role models (Green, 2004; Green & Brock, 2000;
2002; Green et al., 2004; Green et al., 2006). Overall, research on transportation has
found that transportation can impact beliefs, but what the characteristics of a narrative are
that induce transportation is not clearly understood.
This dissertation consists of one study and four experiments: a computational
study computed the linguistic features that would likely affect transportation and these
were tested in an online rating experiment (Chapter 2). A reading time experiment next
tested whether the offline comprehension results could be translated to online
comprehension results (Chapter 3). An eye-tracking experiment then investigated the
assumed aspects that influence transportation in text monitoring physiological changes
(Chapter 4). A second eye tracking experiment extended the text findings to the visual
medium of film (Chapter 5).
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CHAPTER 2: EXPERIMENT 1
Is it possible to distinguish higher transportive from less transportive text based
on linguistic cues? Previous investigations on transportation have been based on concepts
derived from Gerrig’s (1993) description of being transported into another world. Green
and Brock (2000) have derived aspects that relate transportation induced by the text to
feelings and thoughts of the person. They argued that text provides the reader with
stimuli that (influenced by previous experience) induces feelings of being in another
world. In their Transportation-Imagery Model they suggest that imagery, affect, and
cognitive engagement in a text contribute to overall transportation. However, the specific
linguistic aspects of the text have not been quantitatively investigated. This is particularly
surprising given the wide availability of computational linguistic algorithms that could be
used to perform this task. Many linguistic and psycholinguistic studies have investigated
how specific linguistic cues can impact a reader (Pennebaker, Chung, Ireland, Gonzales,
& Booth, 2007; Wilson, 1988).
The first part of this chapter addresses the issue of computationally investigating
linguistic cues in relation to transportation. Green and Brock argue that imagery and
affect in narratives should have a positive correlation with levels of transportation
experienced. Previous studies on transportation have relied on subjective measures when
selecting transportive texts, such as, popularity of author, story subject matter, or based
on personal intuition for involvement (Green & Brock, 2000; 2002; Green et al., 2004).
Green and Brock (2000) pointed out that there is not a standard measure of how
transportive a text will be based on qualities of the text, and they therefore relied on
consumer behavior (Bestseller lists) and the Modern Library Editorial Board (1998) for
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determining general aspects of an engaging text to test transportation. No empirical study
has been conducted investigating text characteristics that influence transportation.
Computational Model of Transportation
In order to test whether transportation is influenced by imagery, affective, and
subjective language (Green & Brock, 2002), a corpus of narrative texts was needed. The
corpus should consist of texts that are comparable, but differ on combinations of the three
dimensions: imagery, affect and subjectivity. To obtain such a corpus we relied on texts
from the Touchstone Applied Science Associates (TASA) corpus. This corpus has the
advantage over other narrative corpora in that it has a large selection of narratives. The
TASA corpus consists of 37,651 documents totaling approximately 10 million words of
text up to the college level classified into several different categories (Language Arts,
Health, Home Economics, Industrial Arts, Science, Social Science, and Business).
Computational linguistics studies consider the TASA corpus as being approximately
equivalent to the lexical familiarity of the average college level student (Landauer &
Dumais, 1997). The TASA corpus should therefore provide an abundance of narratives
containing imagery and affect words that are familiar to the average college level student.
For this computational study we focused only on the Language Arts text (16,044
documents) because all of these texts should be narratives, which fits the first assumption
of the Transportation-Imagery model. The average length of these documents was 285
words. This length should be sufficient to induce transportation considering that Escalas
(2004), found a transportation effect using text with ~79 words. The size of the corpus
allowed for all eight possible combinations of high-low imagery, high-low affect, and
high-low subjectivity.
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The imagery ratings used came from The MRC Psycholinguistic Database
(Wilson, 1988), which contained 9,240 words rated for imagability with a range from 100
(low) - 700 (high) with a mean of 450 and standard deviation of 180. The MRC imagery
word list comes from three normed word sets (Gilhooly & Logie, 1980; Paivio, Yuille, &
Madigan 1968; Toglia & Battig, 1978). These sets were highly correlated with each other
(r > .85) and were merged by adjusting the means and standard deviations before
averaging ratings across words (Wilson, 1988).
The affect words were taken from the affect word dictionary in LIWC 2007
(Pennebaker et al., 2007). LIWC operates by comparing target words in a text to the
words in its dictionaries, and when it finds a match the corresponding word category
scale is incremented. LIWC has been effectively demonstrated as a way to measure
written emotional expression that reflects verbal expressions of affect (Kahn, Tobin,
Massey, & Anderson, 2007). One primary advantage of LIWC is that it has a normalized
list of affect words with sub-classifications for specific emotions. Another advantage is
that LIWC’s internal reliability and external validity is mostly based on narratives where
participants describe their emotional states (Graybeal, Seagal, & Pennebaker, 2002).
The subjectivity ratings came from the algorithm used by Rittman et al. (2004).
Rittman and colleagues found that adjectives can be used as indicators of the level of
subjectivity in a document. More specifically they found a significant relationship
between a subset of adjectives that were characteristically subjective, regardless of
context. Based on adjective presence, a probability score can be computed for level of
subjectivity. The amount of subjectivity in a narrative is important to measure because it
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impacts how events are described and could potentially have an impact on the reader’s
mental model, and hence the level of transportation experienced.
To further investigate what specific parts of a text impacts transportation, several
prominent algorithms were used to see whether aspects, beyond imagery, affect, and
subjectivity, of the text might also be predictors of feeling transported. Specifically, we
looked at linguistic factors using the following implemented algorithms: Biber’s six
dimensions (1988), Linguistic Category Model (LCM) (Semin & Fiedler, 1988), and the
other dictionaries present in LIWC (Pennebaker et al., 2007).
Biber’s (1988) methodology has been pivotal in initial distinguishing genres of
language registers by looking at variations of linguistic features. These features come
from sixteen major grammatical and functional categories which included tense and
aspect markers; place and time adverbials; pronouns and pro-verbs; questions, nominal
forms; passives; stative forms; subordination features; prepositional phrases, adjectives,
and adverbs; lexical specificity; lexical classes; modals; specialized verb classes; reduced
forms and discontinuous structures; co-ordination; and negation (Biber 1995). The
patterns of the linguistic features in these categories have been used to automatically
distinguish such registers as personal letters from professional ones, press reportages
from editorials, interviews from face-to-face conversations, etc. Using Biber’s features
could be useful in distinguishing differences between narrative texts, such as, transportive
from non-transportive. Biber’s linguistic features are useful to us because they cover
many of the general features of language. These general features would assist in covering
a broader range of possible linguistic features beyond those hypothesized by Green and
Brock.
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The Linguistic Category Model (LCM) (Semin & Fiedler, 1988) classifies verbs
and adjectives into five categories of verbs and adjectives in order to represent social
actions and states between persons. Specifically it focuses on the psychological properties
of language in the interpersonal domain. These actions (verbs) and states (adjectives) are
considered to represent social events. The five categories are: 1) descriptive action verbs,
2) interpretive action verbs, 3) state action verbs, 4) state verbs, and 5) adjectives. Each
category has its own criteria for classification (Semin & Fiedler, 1991). Descriptive
action verbs refer to actions with a determinable beginning and end, typically require
context to interpret, and do not have semantic valence. Interpretive action verbs are
similar to descriptive action verbs, but require some context to interpret, and do have
semantic valence. Similar to interpretive verbs, state action verbs refer to contextual
states that are evoked and have some action reference between a stimuli and experiencer.
State verbs are enduring emotional and mental states that refer to object, and preserve any
contextual reference. The adjective category contains some distinctions between genuine
and verb stem adjectives, but generally qualify actions and objects. These categories
allow for cognitive distinctions to be made about the described events beyond the specific
semantic meanings of the words. These interpersonal relationships could be important for
transportation because they provide situational information for the reader or strengthen
the connections the reader has with characters. These interpersonal categories are also
ones that might be key aspects of a narrative and could be useful in making for refined
distinctions between texts.
The 16,044 narrative texts were run through software that computed the
normalized frequency of imagery, affect, and subjective related words. The texts were
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then rank ordered. Those texts with a score above the 85th percentile and those with
scores below the 17th percentile were identified. The percentile cut offs were selected
based on when an equal number of text across all combination was obtained. From this
set a sample of 18 texts was selected for each of the eight combinations (total of 108
texts). An overview of the mean and standard deviations for each of the eight
combinations is given in Table 1. All high and low scores were at least one standard
deviation from their respective overall mean: Imagery (M = .36, SD = .03), Affect (M =
.13, SD = .08), and Subjectivity (M = .15, SD = .10). Using this method, imagery, affect,
and subjectivity scores were obtained from a large body of texts. In order to verify
whether these categorizations actually capture transportation, Experiment 1 tested the
effect of the 2 x 2 x 2 variables on transportation scores.
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations of Linguistic Cues for Texts Organized by Combination
Imagery

Affect

Subjectivity

High

0.43 (0.01)

High

0.34 (0.12)

High

0.43 (0.11)

High

0.42 (0.03)

Low

0.02 (0.01)

High

0.34 (0.09)

High

0.42 (0.03)

High

0.31 (0.12)

Low

0.04 (0.07)

High

0.43 (0.01)

Low

0.01 (0.01)

Low

0.01 (0.01)

Low

0.31 (0.02)

High

0.28 (0.08)

High

0.36 (0.09)

Low

0.32 (0.02)

Low

0.04 (0.02)

High

0.27 (0.08)

Low

0.31 (0.01)

High

0.28 (0.06)

Low

0.03 (0.01)

Low

0.29 (0.01)

Low

0.01 (0.01)

Low

0.01 (0.01)

Experiment 1
Green and Brock’s (2002) Transportation-Imagery model proposes that cognitive
and emotional engagement are two main aspects that influence a narratives ability for
transportation. Cognitive engagement is suspected to be brought on by vivid imagery, and
emotional engagement through arousal of character actions and events. However, it is not
clear what specific linguistic cues impact these two aspects. The following experiment
attempted to determine whether it is possible to measures these aspects in a text.
Experiment 1 had three goals. First, it aimed to investigate whether the linguistic
features from the computational analysis could be used as predictors of transportation
scores. Second, it aimed to determine the extent to which each of the three dimensions
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affected transportations. Third, we wanted to determine to what extent it is necessary that
all of Green and Brock’s (2002) questions are required in estimating transportation. This
last question was relevant for a few reasons: 1) we want to ensure that results of the
questionnaire are comparable to results found by previous research, 2) for future
experiments we aimed to test transportation quickly, preferably based on one judgment
rather than 10 judgments, and 3) we are only interested in those questions which are
pertinent to gauging transportation based on aspects of the text, but not all of the
questions are inherently pertinent. Since it is not immediately clear which questions
satisfy this condition we needed to test their ability to measure transportation from text.
Methods
Participants
One hundred and eight unique participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk were
monetarily compensated for their time (for review of using participants from Mechanical
Turk, see Ross, Irani, Silberman, Zaldivar, & Tomlinson, 2010).
Materials
Twenty-four texts from the TASA corpus, as a result of the selection procedure
described earlier, were used in this experiment. The set of 24 texts was evenly distributed
across 6 separate experimental sets so that each experimental set contained three
narratives from each possible combination for a total of 24 texts per subject. For instance,
each experiment set contained three texts that were scored high in all three dimensions,
three texts that were scored low in all three dimensions, and every combination in
between. Short examples are provided in Table 2.
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The level of participant transportation was measured using Green and Brock’s
(2000) Transportation questionnaire (Table 3). The questionnaire is a self-report
transportation measure consisting of 10 questions. We modified the questionnaire so that
responses were on a 1-6 scale instead of the normal 1-7 scale in order to prevent
participants from selecting the middle “I don’t know” of the scale and force them to make
a decision. For the questionnaire, participants were instructed to mark the number for
each question that best represents their opinion about the narrative they just read with
responses ranging from 1 (not at all) to 6 (very much) (Green & Brock, 2000).
Procedure
Participants were told they would read 24 narratives and fill out a questionnaire
after each narrative while keeping only the most recent story in mind. Participants then
performed the online by reading 24 short (~285 words each) narratives, and after each
narrative they completed the Transportation questionnaire.
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Table 2
Short Example Texts for Each of the Eight Combinations, with Labels Marking the
Presence of Higher Levels of a Feature (+) and Lower Levels of a Feature (-)
Level of
Example Text
Presences
Good morning, pretty flower!" "Good morning, little humming+ Affect
bird!" "May I have some honey, please?" "Certainly. Here is plenty.
+ Subjectivity
Help yourself." "Thank you. It is very good of you. Is there anything
+ Imagery
that I can do for you in return?"
+ Affect
+ Subjectivity
- Imagery

Keith Harriman, who had for twelve years now been director of
research at United States Robots and Mechanical Men, Inc., found
that he was not at all certain whether he was doing right.

+ Affect
- Subjectivity
- Imagery

If an impartial witness to the accident insists that the accident was
your fault, either you or the company that you work for will be held
responsible for any damage to the other person. However, the
liability coverage in your policy transfers this risk to the firm's
insurance company.

- Affect
+ Subjectivity
- Imagery

The eighteenth century was indeed a fertile period for grammar.
Between 1761 and 1763, for example, three important grammar
books appeared, by Joseph Priestley, Robert Lowth, and John Ash.
Grammarians like these generally had three goals: to study the
principles of English and to make rules that would guide a student in
using the language;

+ Affect
- Subjectivity
+ Imagery

The hunters were up with the first light of morning that came down
through the trees. After eating, they looked their rifles over closely.
They put some of the new drugs into the heads of the darts. "There!"
said Rich, as he dropped a dart into his rifle.

- Affect
+ Subjectivity
+ Imagery

My mother said I could have an animal all my own. So I think it
would be fun to have a fox. But a fox is not really big enough.
Maybe I should get a pig. Anyway a pig is not really big enough
either. Maybe I should get a big fish. I could go down to the river
and put it in a tank.

- Affect
- Subjectivity
+ Imagery

The sun rose aflame. It quickly dried the dew and baked the town.
Another hot, humdrum day. Ty's mother was washing clothes, and
his father was busy unloading feed for the chickens. His sister was
in the kitchen. Ty had nothing fun to do. Ty thought of the tall cool
grass at the pond and decided to go there.

- Affect
- Subjectivity
- Imagery

A complex sentence is a sentence that contains one independent
clause and one or more subordinate clauses. When the subordinate
clause modifies a verb, it is an adverb clause. Our lives are deeply
affected by computers because they process information so rapidly.
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Table 3
Questions from Green and Brock’s Transportation Questionnaire
Narrative Questionnaire
Instructions: Circle the number under each question that best represents your opinion
about the narrative you just read.
1. While I was reading the narrative, I could easily picture the events in it taking place.
2. While I was reading the narrative, activity going on in the room around me was on my
mind.
3. I could picture myself in the scene of the events described in the narrative.
4. I was mentally involved in the narrative while reading it.
5. After the narrative ended, I found it easy to put it out of my mind.
6. I wanted to learn how the narrative ended.
7. The narrative affected me emotionally.
8. I found myself thinking of ways the narrative could have turned out differently.
9. I found my mind wandering while reading the narrative.
10. The events in the narrative are relevant to my everyday life.
Note. Responses range from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much). Items 2, 5, and 9 were
reverse-scored for consistency.

Results and Discussion
Traditional Analyses of Variance using by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) analyses
are problematic because either subject or item but not both at the same time are
considered random. Therefore, we used a mixed effects model for analysis. In mixed
effect models, participants and items (narratives in this case) are treated as random effects
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allowing for them both to be taken into account at the same time instead of conducting
separate tests and artificially inflating differences and possibly yielding a Type I error
(Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008).
The first analysis tested whether the scores participants gave on the
Transportation questionnaire could be predicted by the relative level of linguistic cues in
a text. Participant responses to each question were summed per story creating a range of
10-60 for each story. A mixed effects model was run using overall transportation ratings
as provided by the participant as the dependent variable, affect, imagery, and subjectivity
along with their interactions as fixed factors, and subjects, story number, and set ID as
random factors. Two main effects were found, one for affect, F(1, 1642.38) = 10.14, p <
.01, and a main effect when imagery was present, F(1, 1819.39) = 117.81, p < .01.
Unexpectedly, no main effect was found for subjectivity F(1, 2124.39) = 2.30, p = .13.
However, the subjectivity pattern was in the expected direction with higher subjectivity
having higher transportation ratings (Table 4). None of the interactions were significant.
These findings indicate that imagery and affect linguistic cues could be used to predict
whether narratives have a high or low transportation score. However, it could be the case
that imagery and affect cues were highly correlated in the TASA corpus. Therefore, a
correlational analysis was conducted on all imagery and affect scores. Pearson’s
correlation yielded no correlation between the two variables, r(16091) = .02, p = .01,
suggesting a very weak correlation between imagery and affect scores at best.
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Table 4
Means and Standard Deviations for Presence of Linguistic Cues in Eight Combinations
Imagery

Affect

Subjectivity

M (SD)

High

High

High

4.41 (.11)

High

Low

High

4.15 (.11)

High

High

Low

4.26 (.11)

High

Low

Low

4.29 (.11)

Low

High

Low

3.95 (.11)

Low

High

High

3.93 (.11)

Low

Low

High

3.93 (.11)

Low

Low

Low

3.70 (.11)

We have shown that imagery and affect can predict transportation scores on
TASA corpus texts. However, the variables imagery and affect were selected for
theoretical reasons (i.e., based on the Transportation-Imagery model). To rule out that
other variables explained the transportation scores better, we compared the linguistic
features of three prominent algorithms, Biber, LCM, and LIWC, with the transportation
scores. Each text was rated on 122 linguistic variables. These ratings were used as fixed
variables through a mixed effects model to see how well they might predict total
transportation scores. Each variable was run separately as a fixed factor in a mixedeffects model with total transportation score as the dependent variable with subjects and
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story as random factors. In order to control for varying degrees of freedom each variable
was converted to a R2 value.

Table 5
t-value, df, and Variance Explained of Variables Under Consideration for Transportation
Formula
Dictionary Source

Variable Name

t-value

df

R2

MRC

Imagery

10.822**

1804

.061

LIWC

Personal Pronouns

4.369**

354.98

.051

LIWC

Past Tense

10.206**

2426

.041

LIWC

Relativity

6.397**

1171

.034

LIWC

Verbs

6.032**

1448

.024

LIWC

Perceptual processes

6.896**

2076

.022

LIWC

Time

5.216**

1299

.020

LIWC

Adverbs

4.705**

1761

.012

LIWC

Inclusive

4.507**

1836

.011

LIWC

Negations

4.495**

2335

.009

LIWC

Social processes

2.697**

972.23

.007

LIWC

Affect

3.249**

1697

.006

Note. ** p < .01

Any variables not significantly contributing to the variance of transportation
scores explained were eliminated from further analyses, totaling 47 of the 122 variables.
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Next we eliminated variables that could be theoretically subsumed by other variables (ex.
LIWC’s Anger words category subsumed by LIWC’s Affect category) or were not
theoretically relevant (e.g., Past tense), along with those variables that correlated with
imagery and affect, had negative t-values, and finally those variables that explained less
than 5% of the variance (Table 5). The one variable that qualified as a predictor of
transportation was personal pronouns. To see how well imagery and affect meshed with
personal pronouns, a mixed effects model was run with overall transportation score as
dependent variable, imagery, affect, and personal pronoun as fixed factors, and subject
and story as random factors (subjectivity was excluded from this analysis, because it did
not explain transportation scores). The t-values were converted into R2 values for
comparison between variables. Imagery explained 7.6% of the variance, personal
pronoun explained 3.7%, and affect explained < 1%.
To see whether a coefficient formula predicting transportation that included
personal pronouns differed from a formula that only included imagery and affect, the
variables were put in two linear regression models, one model including only imagery
and affect, and the other imagery, affect, and personal pronouns. Total transportation
scores were regressed on imagery and affect. These two predictors accounted for 3.4% of
the variance in transportation scores, F(2, 2,589) = 45.4, p <.01. Both imagery (β = .177,
p < .01) and affect (β = .042, p = .03) demonstrated significant effects on transportation
scores. In the second model, total transportation scores were regressed on imagery, affect,
and personal pronouns. These three predictors accounted for 3.3% of the variance in
transportation scores, F(3, 800) = 9.2, p < .01. Both imagery (β = .134, p < .01) and
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personal pronouns (β = .091, p = .012) demonstrated significant effects on transportation
scores. However, affect was not significant (β = .048, p = .174).
To determine if there was a significant difference between the models, we used
the unstandardized coefficients from each model in two formulas to compare how well
they predicted transportation of a text. We used these formulas to calculate two
transportation scores for all texts in the TASA Language Arts group. We then ran a
correlation comparing the scores to see whether the formulas’ scores differed from one
another. The correlation between these scores was high, r(16091) = .77, p < .01. Because
of these findings, Formula 2 was selected for further analyses.

Formula 1 (imagery and affect)
Transportation score = 25.00 (constant) + (26.10 * imagery score) + (2.44 * affect score)

Formula 2 (imagery, affect, and personal pronouns)
Transportation score = 25.88 (constant) + (18.83 * imagery) + (2.95 * affect) + (13.24 *
personal pronouns).

Next we looked at each of the 10 questions from the transportation questionnaire
individually to see if specific questions best captured transportation. For example, if
fewer questions generated the same predictions, using such a subset is beneficial for
instance when asking participants to make quick transportation judgments (Experiment 2,
3, and 4). Individual mixed effects models were run for each question using
transportation responses for each question as the dependent variable, affect and imagery,
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as fixed factors, and subjects and stories as random factors (Table 6). All results were in
the predicted direction, where the more a variable was present transportation ratings were
higher. However, not all questions could be significantly predicted by imagery or affect.
Predicting the transportation score of each question independently, imagery
ratings seem to be the best predictor of transportation. This is not surprising, given that its
overall weight in the regression coefficient formula was strongest. A Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient was obtained for the Transportation questionnaire to determine
intercorrelations among test items. The overall score was α = .80. As suggested by
George and Mallery (2003) a value of about .80 is considered a good level of
consistency. For Green and Brock (2000), their overall score was α = .76 with a sample
of 274 undergraduates. Both relatively close to each other, a possible explanation of the
difference might be that Green and Brock used undergraduate participants, while we used
Mechanical Turk users, according to Ross et al. (2010), are on average older (M = 31).
The analysis also provides information on whether the overall alpha value would increase
if a specific item was removed.
In order to determine whether fewer questions could be used we looked at the
change in Cronbach’s alpha if a question was removed. Table 7 shows that Question 6 in
the Transportation questionnaire (“I wanted to learn how the narrative ended”) decreased
the overall alpha value to α = .75. Moreover, this question had the highest correlation
with the other items (r = .72). In order to determine whether this question alone could
represent transportation score, we compared the variance explained for Question 6 only,
with the variance explained for all questions. Results showed a correlation for affect,
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r(108) = 0.62, p < .01, and imagery, r(108) = 0.74, p < .01 between the overall
questionnaire scores and Question 6 only.

Table 6
Significant Results from Mixed-Effect Models for Each Question in the Transportation
Questionnaire for Variables Imagery and Affect
Transportation Questionnaire
1. While I was reading the narrative, I could easily
picture the events in it taking place.

Variable
Imagery

df
1471.45

F
195.46**

2. While I was reading the narrative, activity going
on in the room around me was on my mind.

ns

3. I could picture myself in the scene of the events
described in the narrative.

Imagery

1725.40

110.70**

4. I was mentally involved in the narrative while
reading it.

Imagery

1682.35

49.14**

Affect

1460.43

4.41*

Imagery

1069.84

13.43**

Affect

862.54

12.66**

Imagery

1612.28

105.42**

Affect

1386.64

8.78**

Imagery

1191.58

63.05**

Affect

973.83

10.31**

Imagery

1275.03

84.19**

Affect

1051.17

13.05**

9. I found my mind wandering while reading the
narrative.

Imagery

1413.40

23.18**

10. The events in the narrative are relevant to my
everyday life.

ns

5. After the narrative ended, I found it easy to put it
out of my mind.
6. I wanted to learn how the narrative ended.
7. The narrative affected me emotionally.
8. I found myself thinking of ways the narrative
could have turned out differently.

Note. * p < .05. ** p < .01. ns = nonsignificant
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Table 7
Results of Cronbach’s Alpha for the 10 Questions from the Transportation Questionnaire

Transportation Questionnaire

Corrected ItemTotal
Correlation

Squared
Multiple
Correlation

Cronbach's
Alpha if Item
Deleted

1. While I was reading the
narrative, I could easily picture
the events in it taking place.

.65

.59

.76

2. While I was reading the
narrative, activity going on in
the room around me was on
my mind.

.01

.34

.83

3. I could picture myself in the
scene of the events described
in the narrative.

.64

.61

.76

4. I was mentally involved in
the narrative while reading it.

.70

.56

.76

5. After the narrative ended, I
found it easy to put it out of
my mind.

.36

.24

.79

6. I wanted to learn how the
narrative ended.

.72

.59

.75

7. The narrative affected me
emotionally.

.56

.56

.77

8. I found myself thinking of
ways the narrative could have
turned out differently.

.49

.46

.78

9. I found my mind wandering
while reading the narrative.

.32

.45

.80

10. The events in the narrative
are relevant to my everyday
life.

.36

.27

.79
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General Discussion
We started out by investigating three predicted linguistic cues based on previous
research (imagery, affect, and subjectivity). The results from Experiment 1 demonstrated
that imagery and affect linguistic cues predicted transportation scores. In addition, we
found that personal pronouns are also good predictors of subject transportation responses.
Not only does this confirm Green and Brock’s (2002) predictions on text, but it provides
a formula that could be used to predict the transportation of a text.
What’s more, by looking at the Cronbach’s alpha results we found that one
question (Question 6) from the Transportation questionnaire could be used to assess
whether the text will increase a person’s feeling of transportation. What our findings
suggest is that Question 6 “I wanted to learn how the narrative ended,” is more aligned to
the content of the text, i.e., whether or not they are interested in what is occurring in the
text. This follows Green and Brock’s (2002) proposed Transportation-Imagery model in
that transportation is multi-faceted with more than one component beyond the text of the
story.
There are, however, some possible limitations to this study need being discussed.
First, the TASA text might only be showing small bursts of transportation, and not
sustained transportation. Due to the relative brevity of the TASA texts, it is possible that
readers might behave differently when reading longer texts. For example, as more
narrative unfolds it is possible that transportation levels will vary or have carryover
effects from multiple events. Furthermore, because word selection is determined by the
author’s vocabulary and the algorithms view the text as a bag of words, it could be that
certain styles of writing impact the level of transportation. To address these possibilities,
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Experiment 2 used longer text and texts from the same author. Experiment 2 should
therefore allow us to determine to what extent we can generalize predicting transportation
from linguistic cues.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT 2
Transportation is a multifaceted construct that is influenced from not only the
narrative, but also readers and their experiences (Green & Brock, 2002). One of these
facets is the craftsmanship of the narrative which comes from the author (Green, 2008).
The texts used in Experiment 1 came from authors of unknown craftsmanship. The range
of this could create a formula that is not refined enough to distinguish subtle changes in
craftsmanship or fluency between text. The goal of Experiment 2 was to provide evidence
whether the transportation formula from Experiment 1 can be generalized to narratives
beyond the ones in the TASA corpus. Being transported does not happen instantaneously,
so short texts might not be an ideal test set. Longer texts, instead, are desirable.
Experiment 2 was similar in design to the previous experiment with two exceptions. First
we obtained an online measure of transportation from participants. Participants were
asked to make yes/no keyboard responses to whether or not a sentence made them feel
more transported or not. By using sentence responses it is possible to obtain more
detailed information on transportation during the process of reading a text. Second, we
included two passages from John Grisham’s The Rainmaker (1995), and only two texts
from the sub-section of the TASA corpus. The passages from Rainmaker were ~1,738
words each; compared to ~285 for TASA passages. Green et al. (2008) also used
Rainmaker text. Moreover, and relevant for Experiment 4, there exists a film version of
the novel that is considered to be very faithful to the source material.
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Methods
Participants
Thirty-seven participants from the University of Memphis participated for course
credit.
Materials
Participants read four narrative passages. Two of the passages for the experiment
came from John Grisham’s novel The Rainmaker (1995; see Appendix A for passages).
The remaining two passages were from the TASA corpus in order to check consistency
between Experiments 1 and 2. The Rainmaker novel was broken into three-page long
excerpts to mimic Green et al.’s (2008) stimuli. The imagery, affect, and personal
pronoun scores were obtained and the passages were run through the transportation
formula, from Experiment 1, to get predicted transportation score values. The
descriptives of all of the Rainmaker passages were M = 4.01 and SD = .05. Stimuli
passages were selected based on their score from the transportation formula (see
examples Table 8). The top scored passages from The Rainmaker and TASA, and the
bottom scored passage from each were used (Table 9). We hypothesized that the
predicted transportation scores (imagery, affect and personal pronouns), as obtained
earlier, would predict the level of transportation.
Because we wanted to minimize interruption of participants in their reading
process, and because we had obtained evidence (Experiment 1) that transportation scores
can be represented by one question in Green and Brock’s (2000) Transportation
questionnaire (I wanted to learn how the narrative ended.), we used responses to this one
question.
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Table 8
Example Stimuli Text with Linguistic Features Highlighted. Only Imagery Words with a
Score of 600+ are in Bold. Affect is in Italics. Personal Pronouns are Underlined
Transportation
Sample of stimuli text
Score
Great was their surprise on seeing that the others, their fellows, now fled
in panic on seeing them in their new shape. No longer were they
High

recognized as brothers, and the new form with which they had been
endowed by the evil one caused only horror and disgust... As if the rest
of the animals feared that they too might suffer such a change!

Many of the original settlers of the Arab West were Berbers who had
migrated from the Nile basin thousands of years ago. The area was then
invaded in turn by Phoenicians, Romans, Vandals,
Low

Byzantines, Arabs, Turks, and finally the French in the Maghred and
Italians in Libya. The Phoenicians, based in present-day Lebanon,
founded almost 300 cities on the northern coast of Africa from about
1000 to 700 B.C.
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Table 9
Transportation Score of Text for Experiment 2 Stimuli
Transportation Level

Rainmaker

TASA

High

4.14

4.67

Low

3.93

3.51

Procedures
The four transportation passages were presented, one sentence at a time to the
participants on a computer screen using E-Prime software. In order to get a direct online
measure of transportation while participants read, at the end of each sentence they were
asked to respond using keyboard presses to indicate whether the sentence they just read
made them want to know more or less about what was going to happen next. These
keyboard responses give a measure at the sentence-level of how transportation is
impacted. At the end of each text, participants responded to the question “I wanted to
learn how the narrative ended” on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
One possible concern about the keyboard responses is that having participants
actively think about whether or not they are transported could hinder their transportation.
One way to account for this would be to have two conditions, one where participants
answer whether they were transported at the end of a sentence and one where they simply
read. Then the patterns of behavior could be compared between conditions to see if they
hold at the sentence level. If similar behavior patterns were observed then it would show
that judging transportation only minimally impacts responses. However, because no one
has looked at sentence level responses in previous transportation studies, we had
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participants respond after each sentence. This way we could get sentence level data on
their mental state to use in later analyses.
Results and Discussion
A mixed effects model was run on overall transportation scores response as
dependent variable, the predicted transportation level as a fixed factor, with sentence
length (number of words in a sentence) and subjects as random factors. There was a
significant difference between high and low predicted levels of transportation where high
levels had higher overall transportation ratings, F(1, 13152) = 5122.99, p < .01 (Figure
1). A separate analysis for the two different groups of texts yielded similar results.
Rainmaker texts for instance yielded a difference between high and low predicted
transportation, F(1, 12135) = 20137.61, p < .01 (Figure 1). These findings suggest that
predicting transportation using linguistic features is successful for short narrative texts
(TASA) and longer narrative texts (Rainmaker) alike.
Sentence Level
In order to determine sentence level effects, we first needed to determine that the
overall transportation scores were related to the sentence-based transportation scores. A
mixed effects model was run with overall transportation responses as dependent variable
and sentence level responses as a fixed factor. Subjects, sentence length, and story were
treated as random factors. The results showed a significant relation, with higher
transportation responses at the sentence level predicting the overall transportation scores,
F(1, 13557.6) = 545.59, p < .01 (Figure 2). This suggests that the mental state of
transportation might be actively built up while reading a narrative, and is not just a
retroactive self-report. Having established the relation between sentence-level
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transportation judgment and overall transportation, we could next investigate whether
transportation influenced online reading behavior.

Overall Transportation Rating

6
5.5

All
Rainmaker only

5

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
Low
High
Predicted Transportation Level

Figure 1. Mean transportation responses for predicted high and low transportation levels
for all four text and only Rainmaker texts.
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Overall Transportation Rating

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
Non-Transported
Transported
Keyboard Responses
Figure 2. Mean overall transportation ratings by keyboard response.

Reading Time
To test our prediction that slower reading times predict higher transportation
scores, we looked at whether keyboard responses could predict reading time. A mixed
effects model was run with sentence reading time as dependent variable, keyboard
responses as a fixed factor, and subjects and story as random factors. A significant
relation was found for transported keyboard responses predicting reading times, with
keyboard responses indicating the feeling of being transported yielding longer reading
times than responses indicating not feeling transported, F(1, 13545.39) = 9.81, p < .01
(Figure 3). However, when sentence length is included as a random factor there is no
longer a significant effect, F(1, 12963.8) = .237. A follow-up analysis was conducted to
see whether longer sentences could explain the earlier significant finding. A mixed
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effects model using sentence length as the dependent variable, predicted transportation
level as a fixed factor, with subjects and story as random factors. There was a significant
difference in sentence length between stories, with low transportive stories having longer
sentences (M = 12.41, SD = 9.93) than high transportive stories (M = 9.42, SD = 8.94),
F(1, 12171) = 612.02, p < .01. Not only are transportive sentences taking longer to read,
they are also on average shorter in length. This suggests cognitive engagement plays a
role in transportation, matching our prediction and is consistent with Eddy and Glass’s
(1981) findings that higher imagery takes longer to process.

3800
3600
Reading Time (ms)

3400
3200
3000
2800
2600
2400
2200
2000
Non-Transported
Transported
Keyboad Response
Figure 3. Mean reading times for keyboard responses at the sentence level.
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General Discussion
The findings from Experiment 2 demonstrate that our prediction of transportation
scores based on computational linguistic features can be generalized to longer text and
ones by a single author. Furthermore, these findings show that it is possible to measure
transportation at the sentence level. Based on the reading times it looks as though
transportation is being built up at the sentence level. Transported readers are spending
more time reading shorter sentences suggesting that they are putting more effort into the
activity. This behavior might be related to Nell’s (1988) concept of being in an aroused
trace like state. Furthermore, his sentence level reading behavior might indicate what Nell
referred to as reinforcers from the text. Those sentences that readers spend more time on
and feel transported most likely contain these reinforcers. We would predict that the
arousal and reinforcers stem from a combination of high imagery and high affect related
words.
Green (2008) describes previous experiments primarily focusing on the
persuasive aspects, and broader levels of changing a person’s beliefs. However, the
question can be raised to what extent the sentence-level transportation findings are
metacognitive decisions as a consequence of forced choice decisions. A related question
is whether participants reading time was influenced by the transportation decision (“I am
transported, let me read more slowly”) or the transportation decision was influenced by
reading (“I am reading more slowly, I must be transported”). To answer this question, we
conducted an eye tracking experiment in which physiological responses that the
participant had limited to no control over were related to transportation decisions.
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 2 extended Experiment 1 by investigating to what extent offline
judgments of transportation related to online judgments of transportation, and to what
extent such judgments affected reading time behavior. In Experiment 3 we looked at how
transportation affects online reading behavior and physiological changes by conducting
an eye tracking experiment. Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, and Lang (2008) found that pupil
diameter is connected to the sympathetic nervous system by showing that pupil diameter
covaried with skin conductance for emotionally arousing stimuli. Granholm and
Steinhauer (2004) describe the process in more detail, explaining that activation of the
sympathetic nervous system stimulates pupillary muscles causing increases in pupil
diameter while the sympathetic nervous system is active. Strong activation of the
sympathetic nervous system is typically brought on by arousing stimuli. To our
knowledge no one has conducted an eye tracking experiment looking at aspects of
transportation in narratives.
Methods
Participants
Twenty two participants from the University of Memphis Psychology subject pool
participated for course credit. All participants had normal, or corrected-to-normal, vision.
Materials
Three passages from Grisham’s The Rainmaker were selected, one with high
transportation scores as predicted by the computational linguistic formula discussed
earlier, one with low transportation scored according to the aforementioned formula and
one used by Green et al. (2008). In addition, two texts from the TASA corpus were used.
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An overview of the transportation scores for each of the passages is given in Table 10.
Passages were selected to be distinctly different on predicted transportation scores. Green
et al.’s passage was included for comparison to text selected using the transportation
formula. None of the passages were used in the previous experiment. For the Rainmaker
passages, the high passage corresponds with a scene where the protagonist (Rudy) is
attempting to convince a hospitalized Kelly to divorce her abusive husband. The topic is
eventually dropped, and Rudy begins the process of preparing a sponge bath for Kelly
before a nurse interrupts them. The low passage takes place in a courtroom where Rudy is
asking a dispassionate witness for information related to finances of an insurance
company, followed by another witness who explains the tedious process of handling
insurance claims. The third passage came from Green et al.’s (2008) study. In this clip,
Rudy and Kelly are forced into a violent confrontation with Kelly’s husband Cliff, which
ends in Cliff’s death.

Table 10
Transportation Score of Text for Experiment 3 Stimuli
Transportation Level

Rainmaker

TASA

High

4.16

4.71

Low

3.89

3.58

Green et al.

3.98
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Procedures
Participants’ eyes were calibrated using a 9-point calibration set. Calibration was
checked after each story and re-done when necessary. Next, each of the five texts were
presented, one sentence at a time, on a computer screen using E-Prime software. While
reading these texts, participants’ pupil diameter and fixation time were recorded. In order
to get a conscious online measure of transportation while participants read they were
asked to respond using keyboard presses to indicate whether or not they were
experiencing some transportation in the narrative. After reading a narrative, participants
responded to the question “I wanted to learn how the narrative ended” on a scale of 1
(strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). In general, these measures allow for 1) an
estimate of what behavior transportive linguistic cues induce (target of eye gaze), 2)
online measure of arousal (pupil diameter), 3) an estimate of conscious self-report
transportation (key press), and 4) an estimate of offline self-report transportation
(Transportation questionnaire). The ordering of the passages was counterbalanced.
Measures
Eye tracking measures were collected using an SMI iView Hi-Speed eye tracker
and software, which had a 240 Hz sampling rate. The horizontal viewing angle was + 30o
and vertical view angle was 30 o up and 45 o down. All participants were calibrated using
a 9-point calibration procedure with the eye-tracker. The two measures we were mainly
interested in were fixation duration and pupil diameter. Pupil diameter was recorded to
measure arousal while reading, since it has been found to reflect changes in the
sympathetic nervous system, which is linked to general arousal (Bradley et al., 2008;
Granholm & Steinhauer, 2004; Janisse, 1977).
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Participant keyboard responses were recorded throughout the experiment. These
keyboard responses gave a metacognitive measure at the sentence-level of whether or not
participants were in a transportive state. The responses to each sentence were used as a
conscious and online indicator of transportation while reading. Finally, for the level of
transportation, participants answered the same question as in Experiment 2 “I wanted to
learn how the narrative ended.”
Analysis of Measures
The three online measures (fixation duration, pupil size, and keyboard responses)
were all processed at the sentence level in order to make comparisons between them.
Areas of interest (AOIs) captured the eye gaze on each sentence in the text. Fixation
duration was normalized by the number of words in the sentence. For pupil diameter, size
was averaged between X and Y dimensions to obtain a single pupil size measure.
Keyboard responses were analyzed in a similar manner as Experiment 2.
Results and Discussion
First, we tested whether participant responses for our selected passages were
equivalent to those from Experiment 2 using The Rainmaker text by looking at overall
transportation responses and the predicted transportation level. A mixed effects model
was run with participant overall response as dependent variable, predicted transportation
as a fixed factor, and subjects as a random factor. As expected, there was a significant
difference with high level transportation texts having higher participant transportation
responses, F(1, 6714) = 6198.90, p < .01.
Next, we tested whether Green et al.’s (2008) intuitive selection of transportive
text compared to the computational predictions. Green et al.’s observed transportation
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was 4.58(SD = .62), with our predicted transportation score 3.98, a difference of
approximately one standard deviation from Green et al.’s mean.
Green et al.’s (2008) text was compared to the high and low passages selected
using the transportation formula. Based on the formula score, Green’s passage had a
score that was below the high transportive passage but above the low passage. A mixed
effects model was run using participant transportation responses as the dependent
variable, story as the independent variable (i.e., low transportation and Green’s), and
subjects as random factors. Not surprising, the results showed a significant difference,
with Green’s text receiving higher ratings than the low transportive story, F(1, 5694) =
21565.44, p < .01. We then ran the same model comparing the high transportive passage
with Green’s. There was again a significant difference between stories, but it was Green’s
passage that had higher ratings than the high transportive story, F(1, 6510) = 3145.77, p <
.01. There are a few possible reasons why this is the case. One explanation is that there is
a recency effect for transportation when participants respond. At the end of Green’s
passage someone is killed, leaving the participant with some very striking mental
imagery and affect. The strength and recency of this could bias participants’ response. To
see if this might be the case we calculated the mean keyboard response for each sentence
and rank ordered by story across 99 bins to equalize the number of sentences across
stories. We then plotted them with sentence bin on the X-axis and keyboard response
mean on the Y-axis (Figure 4). In figure 4 we see that initially there appears to be only a
few minor differences between the stories. However, around the second half of the stories
more distinct patterns start to emerge with the lowest being Story 2 (low transportation),
in the middle is Story 1 (high transportation), and Story 3 (Green’s passage) at the top.
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These differences match to the overall transportation scores for stories, but it is still
unclear whether these later scores bias the final responses given by participants.

Mean Transportation response
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81
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Sentence bins
Figure 4. Mean transportation responses per sentence bin.

In Experiment 2 we noted that keyboard responses were predictive of reading
time. A mixed effects model with reading time as dependent variable, keyboard response
as a fixed factor, with subjects, sentence length, and story as random factors was
conducted. Shorter reading times were predictive of lower transportation ratings,
F(1,12390.14) = 3.11, p = .08. To compare these results to those found in Experiment 2,
we conducted an analysis to see what part sentence length might be playing. A mixed
effects analysis was run with sentence length as the dependent variable, predicted
transportation level with Green’s text as a fixed factor, and subjects as random factor. A
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significant difference was found with the predicted Low text having longer sentences (M
= 11.88, SD = 12.37), predicted High text (M = 9.77, SD = 11.04), and Green’s text (M =
10.89, SD = 12.48), F(1, 12428) = 101.9, p < .01. Similar to the results from Experiment
2, transported participants take longer to read sentences, and the sentences are also on
average shorter in length.
Next, a mixed effects model was conducted with fixation duration as the
dependent variable, keyboard responses as a fixed factor, with subjects, sentence length,
and story as random factors. Results for fixation duration paralleled those for reading
time, where higher transportive responses had lower fixation duration than lower
transportation responses, F(1, 8383.07) = 8.49, p < .01. This suggests that the highly
transported reader spends less time per fixation on the stimuli. When considered with the
reading time patterns observed in Experiment 2 and 3, it suggests that transported
participants spent less time per fixation, but more time reading. This pattern of behavior
suggests that transportive text induces more active processing.
Next, physiological responses to transportation were measured. Pupil diameter
was used as a dependent variable in a mixed effect models, keyboard responses as a fixed
factor, with subjects, sentence length, and story as random factors. Mean pupil diameter
was larger when participants responded they felt transported than no feeling of
transportation, F(1, 8438.88) = 10.03, p < .01 (Figure 5). These findings provide
supportive evidence that pupil diameter is related to emotional engagement responses to
transportation.
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Figure 5. Mean pupil diameter for keyboard responses at the sentence level.

Overall, the eye tracking findings at the sentence level show reading behavior that
is indicative of transportation. When in a transportive state arousal is higher (larger pupil
diameter) and there is more cognitive engagement (shorter fixation duration coupled with
longer reading time) occurring.
General Discussion
The main purpose of Experiment 3 was to further test the transportation formula
and determine the relation of the online behavior of the readers to the formula, while they
were in a transportive state of mind. First, we confirmed that the formula could predict
transportation responses for our text. These results were consistent with Experiment 2.
Furthermore, we showed that responses in Green et al.’s (2008) study to the
corresponding text could have been more or less predicted by our transportation formula.
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However, the participant responses for that passage were well above Green et al.’s
previous findings and what was predicted. It is unclear if this was due to text selection
since Green et al. (2008) did not give specific page numbers or the text in the novel.
These eye tracking findings offer a new look at online behavior for transportation.
We found that the online behaviors were predictive of transportation. The findings
showed that the state of transportation is not something that only occurs inside the mind
of the reader, but also in his/her physiological responses to the text.
These findings support claims from Green and Brock’s (2002) TransportationImagery model as discussed in Chapter 1, where the experience of higher levels of
emotional and cognitive engagement in the reader were hypothesized to lead to higher
levels of transportation. Previously these were measured retroactively providing after-thefact estimates of engagement at the text level. By measuring engagement while reading
we can really get at what in a narrative impacts a person’s mental state. Instead of saying
lawyer stories produce more transportation, we could specifically say which specific parts
in the lawyer story induce higher transportation. These parts could then be manipulated to
test this hypothesis along with other textual manipulations.
From these results we now know what measures are able to predict transportation
levels, (i.e., transportation formula score, pupil diameter, reading time, and fixation
duration). However, feelings of transportation are not constrained to the medium of text,
but rather are a general construct of a narrative. The next step is to use these measures to
explore how the behavior indicators of transportation for text might match across media
such as film.
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CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENT 4
Previous research looking at transportation and films has focused on either
changes of opinion (Green et al., 2008) or surface levels aspects of the film such as
subtitle or voice dubs (Wissmath, Weibel, & Groner, 2009). Green et al. wanted to know
how repeated exposure to the same narrative across mediums would impact
transportation. They exposed participants to a text passage and a video clip equivalent to
the text passage. The order of exposure was counterbalanced, and control groups simply
re-read or re-watched the same stimuli. The measures used for these studies were selfreports that focused on conscious viewer experiences before and after the clip, but not
during. They only found a significant difference when participants had read first, then
watched, otherwise the transportation level was equivalent. This suggests that given the
same narrative, text and film should be similar in level of transportation.
Experiment 4 focused on determining whether aspects of transportation in a text
from Experiment 3 could be used for film. The aim of the experiment was therefore to
explore the relation between measures of transportation from text with transportation in
film. These measures were recorded while participants watched film clips from the film
The Rainmaker based on John Grisham’s novel. Just like Experiment 3, Experiment 4
had a within-subjects design, but used film clips from The Rainmaker (Douglas, Fuchs, &
Coppola, 1997) feature film that correspond with the text passages used Experiment 3.
One change in measurements was that instead of recording keyboard responses, joystick
movement was recorded. This was necessary to continue to get a measure of
transportation while watching the film. Using the joystick instead of keyboard presses
accommodates the dynamic aspect of film in which the pace of events is out of the
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viewer’s control. For this experiment viewing time (reading time in Experiment 3) was
controlled for by the clip itself, so no comparison analyses were conducted for viewing
time. One anticipated difference between text and film is that the amount of effort that
goes into picturing an environment in film can be more passively accomplished than
reading descriptions of an environment or actions (Singer, 1980). Furthermore, the
objects in the scene are already constructed for the viewer, and all that is needed is a
quick fixation or two to acquire a new object or event. In this way the environment itself
can be used as a memory storage device (O’Regan, 1992). This might mean that
participants would be less cognitively engaged in picturing the scene and/or those aspects
of the scene that influence arousal might play a bigger role for film. Unfortunately these
are difficult aspects to take into account without running multiple self-report studies on
emotional responses to music, setting, topics of discussion, dialogue etc.
Methods
Participants
Eighteen participants from the University of Memphis students participated for
compensation. All participants had normal, or corrected-to-normal, vision.
Materials
Stimuli consisted of three film clips from the film The Rainmaker (1997) that
corresponded with the text passages from the first eye tracking experiment. Participants
watched three clips: a high transportive clip, a low transportive baseline clip, and the clip
Green et al. (2008) used. Duration of the clips was approximately 4 minutes in length.
The clips corresponded with the passages from Experiment 3, meaning the same essential
events occur but with added film aspects (e.g., music, dramatic pauses, and camera cuts).
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The high transportive clip corresponds with a scene where the protagonist is attempting
to convince a hospitalized character to divorce her abusive husband. During the scene the
music alternates between menacing and romantic. The low transportive clip takes place in
a courtroom where the protagonist is asking a witness for information, which leads up to
a key point in the overall case. During the scene no music is present, and many of the big
named actors are present. The third clip comes from Green et al.’s (2008) study. In this
clip the two characters are forced into a violent confrontation with the abusive husband,
which ends in his death.
Procedures
Participants watched three clip from the film The Rainmaker while their eyes
were tracked using an eye tracker. In addition, they were instructed to move the joystick
forward when they felt transported. If something continuously interested them they were
instructed to hold the joystick forward until they felt less interested. They were instructed
to pull the joystick back if they felt uninterested in what was happening or if they wanted
things sped up. After watching each clip participants responded to the same question as in
Experiments 2 and 3. Participants went through one practice video using these
instructions, and any questions that arose were addressed before moving on to the
experiment clips. The ordering of the experiment clips was counterbalanced, so that not
all participants saw the clips in the same order. Furthermore participants were told that
the clips might not appear in chronological order, so they should try to view them as
individual clips.
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Measures
Eye tracking measures for fixation duration and pupil diameter were collected
using the same SMI iView Hi-Speed eye tracker and software as in Experiment 3. All
participants were calibrated using a 9-point calibration procedure with the eye-tracker.
Again, pupil diameter was used for a measure of arousal. To measure the level of
transportation, participants responded to the same question used in Experiment 2 and 3.
Initial joystick coordinates were always centered at the middle of the display screen.
Joystick position was sampled and recorded cursor movement every 25 ms.
Analysis of Measures
Determining specific areas of interest in film is difficult. It would mean that for
any change in the shape and size of an object of interest, an entirely new AOI needs to be
created, which would result in millions of AOIs. Instead, we captured events happening
in the film using a checkerboard pattern of AOIs, which were 13x13 pixel squares. The
rationale was as follows: average fixation times for these relatively small AOIs would not
differ between large objects (e.g., the focus on a human face) and small objects (e.g., a
car driving by in the distance). Even though this approach casts a wider net on eye
behavior, it casts a finer grain net that will reduce the artificially prioritizing of objects in
the scenes. Typically we are interested in whether participants pay attention to specific
theoretically relevant objects. But when we have no specific object or level of detail to
gauge what is theoretically relevant, making specific AOIs would artificially prioritizes
objects. The viewer might not be interested in these objects or they may only be
interested in a small feature of the object.
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To examine when participants were cognitively feeling transported, the frequency
that the change in the y-position of the joystick from the center of the screen was used.
The length of time that the joystick was above the center of the screen was normalized by
dividing it by the total duration of the clip. This created a new overall percentage of time
spent transported variable that was used in some analyses as an indication of conscious
transportation.
Results and Discussion
A mixed effects model used participant transportation rating was the dependent
variable, film clip as a fixed factor, and subjects as a random factor, we found a
significant difference, F(1, 51) = 6.25, p <.01. Green’s clip had the highest rating (M =
5.167), and the courtroom clip (low) had higher transportation ratings (M = 4.67) than the
hospital clip (high) (M = 3.94). One possible explanation for the courtroom result is that
in the scene it was apparent that the protagonist was leading to something important, so
the anticipation combined with curiosity could have influenced responses. In contrast, the
hospital scene contains many drawn out shots with romantic music. On the other hand,
Green’s clip was found to be highly transportive in both mediums. This scene was also
considered the most faithful to the novel, so it would appear that there is some
consistency. From these results we can already foresee that there is an influence of the
medium on the level of transportation; most likely as a byproduct of the conversion of the
novel to film. Moreover, these findings suggest that the transportation formula does not
transfer across from text completely. Furthermore, the other measures of transportation
from Experiment 2 and 3 could still be applicable as predictors of transportation in film.
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Even though the formula did not transfer over to film, the online measures should
be inherently less susceptible to this conversion. Separate mixed effects models were run
to predict overall transportation ratings using pupil diameter, fixation duration, and
joystick response. We used joystick responses to approximate analyses similar to the
sentence level tests run in Experiment 2 and 3.
Pupil Diameter
In Experiment 3 pupil diameter was found to be a significant predictor of
transportation at the sentence level. It makes intuitive sense that pupil diameter might
also be a good predictor in film. Because pupil and joystick were sampled at different
rates we rank order each variable by subject and story across 99 bins (to provide a
comparable spread across stories) which was then aggregated across those 99 bins. This
condensed the information into an equal pairing of cases for both variables. We then ran a
mixed effects model with pupil diameter as the dependent variable, joystick response as a
fixed factor, with subjects and story as random factors. Results showed a significant
effect for larger pupil diameter predicted by transported joystick responses, F(1, 5230.71)
= 11.83, p < .01. Green’s clip had the highest pupil diameter (M = 86.07), while the
hospital (M = 81.51) and courtroom (M = 81.36) clips did not differ by much. Similar to
the results from Experiment 3, higher rated transportation was predictive of larger pupil
diameter. Although, there was not a significant difference in pupil diameter between the
courtroom and hospital clip, so there could be a bias in the clips towards whether or not
there is a lot of violent action present in a scene.
One potential limitation of the above analysis is that it does not take into account
the changes that occur over time while viewing. The analyses only take into account
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means for clips. A cross-recurrence analysis (Richardson & Dale, 2005; Zbilut, Giuliani,
& Webber, 1998) was used to take into account the time stream of pupil diameter and
participant joystick responses by coupling them together to graphically and quantitatively
examine them. The analysis was run on joystick responses and pupil diameter to see how
they interact over viewing a clip, and investigate if one is leading the other. Figure 6
shows a lag sequential plot of the average percentage of recurrence for joystick response
and pupil diameter over 99 bins. Each clip was about 4 minutes long, so each bin
represents about 2.2 seconds of film. The light grey line is a baseline computed by
randomly shuffling the data and was used to test whether the data points significantly
differed. From bin 19 to 31 there were significant differences (p < .05) indicating that
joystick response are leading pupil diameter by about 30 seconds. Because the joystick is
a conscious response and pupil is a reactive response, this suggests that cognitive
processes are leading physiological ones. What this tells us is that participants are not
simply reacting to scenes, but are possibly anticipating them and this suspense is
influencing their feelings of transportation.
One possible confound when looking at changes in pupil diameter in film is the
use of camera cuts. In film directors use the camera to focus the audiences’ attention on
events in a scene, and may shift that attentional focus at will to other aspects of a scene.
These shifts can result in changes in pupil diameter, possibly artificially inflating them
for scenes with many camera cuts.
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Percent of Recurrence
Figure 6. Percent of cross-recurrence over two sets of 99 time bins for joystick responses
and 99 time bins for pupil diameter.

Fixation Duration
Next we look at fixation duration, which was used to gauge cognitive engagement
in the scene. Longer durations of fixation should be indicative of higher engagement in
the scene, and thus higher transportation as observed in Experiment 3. The same
procedure used to pair joystick cases with pupil diameter was used for a mixed effects
model with fixation duration as dependent variable, joystick responses as a fixed factor,
with story and subjects as random factors. The results showed a significant difference
between the fight clip and the other two clips, F(2, 13941.26) = 12.06, p < .01. Fixation
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duration for the fight clip (M = 410.81, SD = 520.59) was shorter than the courtroom clip
(M = 456.35 SD = 604.84), and the hospital clip (M = 496.36, SD = 722.37). This
suggests a difference in cognitive engagement while watching the clips. Eye fixations
tend to be shorter for more transportive clips, but it is unclear if this behavior is reflecting
a more cognitively engaged viewer or simply more movement in the scene. On the other
hand, it is clear that transportation is associated with fixation duration to some degree for
film.
As with the pupil analysis, we wanted to account for the time stream of event
using a cross recurrence analysis. However, in film, control of what is presented and
attenuated to is in the hands of the director. The director determines when to cut to a new
scene or when to pan or zoom. This means that looking at changes in fixation duration
over time becomes difficult to interpret in a meaningful way, preventing a recurrence
analysis for this medium.
General Discussion
Experiment 4 showed that the computational linguistic features predicting
transportation in narrative do not readily carry over to film. For eye tracking measures we
used joystick responses as an independent variable. This allowed us to move away from
the rigid structure of response in Experiment 3, to a more natural response setup that
accommodates immediate changes in the stimuli. When we investigated pupil diameter
we found similar results to Experiment 3, where larger pupil diameter was associated
with higher transportation ratings. This measure of arousal seems to be consistent across
mediums. Here we confirm that at least one aspect of Green and Brock’s (2002)
Transportation-Imagery model (i.e., emotional engagement) is a consistent aspect of
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transportation. Results from fixation duration were more mixed. For text, when feeling
transported, participants had longer fixations, but for film participants had shorter
fixations. While this is the opposite of what is expected for cognitive engagement, the
change of behavior is most likely related to the medium. For instance, more effort is
required while reading a text than while watching a film (Green et al., 2008; Singer,
1980).
The recurrence findings suggest that participants are able to anticipate arousing
stimuli about 30 seconds out from the present. In our study we find that cognitive
responses precede emotional responses, which is the opposite of in contrast to the JamesLange theory of emotional response. Instead of the physical expression of arousal (pupil
dilation) leading to conscious expression of transportation, we found just the opposite
with feelings of transportation lead to the physical expression. In addition, our findings
are different from the Cannon-Bard theory where physiological responses and emotions
occur simultaneously. This could mean that readers have expectations of events in the
novel, possibly based on the genre or general assumptions of narrative structure.
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CHAPTER 6: GENERAL DISCUSSION
Narratives have the ability to impact our mental states. In regards to
transportation, previous research has primarily focused on aspects of the reader, but few
have come at the construct by trying to determine what about the text makes it
transportive (Green, 2008). In a theory put forth by Green and Brock (2002), they argue
that people need to be cognitively and emotionally engaged in the narrative to feel
transported.
The model proposed by Green and Brock is described in a way where the reader
and text interact with each other to produce transportation. In the model, the readers bring
their own experiences and skills/abilities with them, and in a way so does the text. The
words, sentences, topics were deliberately selected by the author to communicate a
message, which is crafted into a narrative. The difference is, people change, but the text
will not. The words will not move around or change their opinions; for the most part they
will remain stable. However, this stability has been over looked. Much of transportation
research has only focused on aspects of the reader, or, in the case of text persuasion, the
rhetorical strength of the argument (Green, 2008). What these studies gloss over are the
aspects of the text itself. Furthermore, text selections for these studies typically rely on
intuition or dichotic categories (strong vs. weak).This leaves a shallow understanding for
psycholinguistic aspects of the text for transportation. This dissertation was conducted to
expand our understanding of the text side of transportation. The key findings show that
transportation can be predicted for text, and physiological changes can be used as
indicators of transportation (Table 11).
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Table 11
Summary of Findings with Experiment Number by Response Measures
Overall Response

Online Response

Pupil Diameter

Fixation
Duration

Significantly
predicted by
Experiment 1
imagery, affect, &
pronouns.
Significantly
Experiment 2 predicted by
formula.

Longer time
when
transported.

Formula predicts
Experiment 3 our text, but not
Green’s

Longer time
when
transported.

Larger pupil
with higher
transportation.

Shorter fixation
with higher
transportation.

Joystick leads
change in pupil.

Larger pupil
with higher
transportation.

Shorter fixation
with higher
transportation.

Experiment 4

Not predicted by
formula.

The overall goal of this dissertation was to determine whether aspects of
transportation can be captured computationally using linguistic cues and how those cues
impact online processing of narratives in the context of transportation. To address this
shortcoming, we used computational methods to derive theoretical aspects of a
transportive text. Aspects of the texts came from the MRC (Wilson, 1988), LIWC
(Pennebaker et al., 2007), LCM (Semin & Fiedler, 1988), Biber’s algorithm (1988), and
Rittman et al. (2004). Initial selection of text was based on theoretical aspects of text. In
the first experiment, 108 participants rated texts that were used to develop a formula to
score texts on transportation. This was an important step towards discerning what about
text impacts transportation. No one has previously approached transportation in this
computational linguistic manner.
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For Experiment 2 we tested the formula on new texts. Even though the actual
responses were a little higher, we found that the formula was able to predict the relative
ratings. The formula showed that there is some feature in the language of the text
involved in transportation. In addition, we looked at the sentence level to see whether
reading times and keyboard responses could predict online aspects of transportation as
well. Previous studies have focused more on the end effects and neglected what is going
on during reading. These measures are not typically used in transportation studies, but
provide a rough online measure of behavior. The results found that when feeling
transported people spend more time reading a sentence. This suggests that transportation
is not a single summation, but rather it occurs from sentence to sentence, possibly even at
the word level. However, more word ratings for imagery and affect would be needed to
fully explore things at the word level. This experiment provided a better understanding of
how humans interact with the text. This knowledge would allow for more precise
assessments of transportation in future research.
Experiment 3 used an eye tracker to examine online processes more directly. No
previous studies have been conducted looking at the connection between text and
transportation. The reading time results from Experiment 2 were reaffirmed in
Experiment3, where again, people feeling transported spent a longer reading. The major
findings were that sentence level responses were able to predict pupil and fixation
duration. Pupils were larger when feeling transported, showing the stimuli were more
arousing (Bradley et al., 2008; Granholm & Steinhauer, 2004). Higher arousal was
considered linked to emotional engagement, which is one of the key components of
transportation (Green & Brock, 2002). Longer fixation durations are considered to mean
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more concentration on the narrative, which is the cognitive engagement component of
transportation. We also found that the transportation formula did not accurately predict
the score for a story previously used by Green et al. (2008). This could be due to a
missing aspect in the formula (i.e., ratings for affect words instead of frequencies) or as
mentioned previously, partial stimuli selection error on the part of the experimenter.
Overall, Experiment 3 found that pupil and fixation make good online predictors of
transportation and that reading time is also useful. The importance of online predictors is
a matter of scope. Because pupil change and fixation occur almost instantaneously, they
allow for more specificity to test what in the stimuli is influencing feelings of
transportation.
The final experiment extended the findings from Experiment 3 to the medium of
film. We initially found that the transportation formula was not a good predictor of film.
But that was not unexpected considering the very different nature of the medium. This
experiment found that pupil diameter and fixation duration produced the same findings as
in Experiment 3. A major finding is that joystick movements could predict pupil and
fixation measures. Both measures were higher when participants indicated they were
feeling transported. The overall impact of Experiment 4 was that eye tracking measures
are more or less consistent across mediums for transportation. This suggests there is a
consistency of transportation, even though the formula was unable to completely capture
it. No previous studies have looked at transportation in film using eye tracking, nor have
they considered online measures across mediums.
The findings from this dissertation have provided evidence of behavior patterns
for transportation, however there are still aspects to test in order to more fully understand
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what is occurring when transported. Firstly, some of the variables used in the
transportation formula consisted of frequency counts. As briefly discussed above, this
does not take into account the level of impact certain words have. Many emotion words
are used to describe varying degrees of emotions and thus would warrant a more
elaborate rating system. Having a way to distinguish the impact of rage from annoyance
is something that humans are capable of, but was not taken into account in the formula. In
addition, the number of imagery words (9,240) is not a large sample when it comes to the
number of possible words used in a narrative. By incorporating more rated words, we
could possibly increase the formula’s precision (such as Green’s passage) and its ability
to account for a wider range of text.
The initial goal of the experiments were to confirm components of Green and
Brock’s (2002) Transportation-Imagery model on what makes a text transportive.
Previous research has primarily focused on the reader side of the interaction, with
individual differences of the reader. But the reader is only one part of transportation.
What we have done is to explain this more refined behavioral data. We have also shown
that there are some underlying aspects of text that can be used to make predictions of the
impact on readers. We have only looked at the broad surface level of the text, not taking
into account the more subtle structuring of the text or the topic. A next step would be to
connect our findings to the broader narrative literature to test how well the findings hold
up to broader theories of narratives.
As mentioned at the beginning of this dissertation, narratives can have a large
impact on our lives (Goldman et al., 1999). They provide us with beneficial indirect
knowledge so that we can learn from others’ mistakes and gain from their experiences.
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Moreover they can impact our beliefs and motivation (Green & Brock, 2000). This
impact narratives have can occur whether we believe they are real or fictitious (Green,
2004; Green et al., 2006). Our physiological findings support Green and colleagues’
findings showing that even our bodies react to fictitious narratives. If our bodies also
react to imaginary events it would suggest some connection between the processes of
constructing a mental representation and physiological behavior related to the content of
the mental representation. At present, the specifics of the connection between
transportive language and physiology are unclear. The data supports the existence of the
connection, but it is uncertain the direction and strength of it. A future endeavor would be
to focus more on the structure of a narrative by potentially manipulating various features
of the story such as: descriptions of characters, setting, order of information presentation,
intensity of language, etc. in relation to the IEF and its impact on levels of transportation.
Possible broader implications of computationally measuring a texts’ ability to
transport a reader, would be very useful to authors, directors, educators, publishers, etc.
in both narratives and possibly in expository texts/videos. This information would be
useful in any domain where a person’s goal is to convey a specific intensity of
experience. Certain aspects of human physiology have developed to respond to engaging
events and characters in language. These physiological responses could be exploited by
measuring them to illicit the desired level of response. For example, when authors write
they want to convey to their audience certain experiences so that the reader may better
understand the occurring events. For this example we would speculate that it would be
beneficial for the author to augment certain parts of the story by adding linguistic and
visual cues that increase transportation so that their audience’s engagement in the
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material matches the intensity the author envisioned. It should be pointed out that this
research should not be thought of as a means to automatically generate more engaging
text. Instead we would expect that it could be used to 1) help researchers gauge the
general level of transportation a person experiences with a narrative, 2) increase our
knowledge of how language can impact human experiences, and 3) provide feedback in
the creation of narratives.
The research reported in this study has demonstrated that it is possible to
computationally measure the transportability of a narrative based on its linguistic
features, that transportation occurs at and can be measured at the sentence level, and that
eye behavior can be used as an online measure for transportation in both text and film.
Together these findings illustrate the complex and rich information encoded in language
and the impact it can have on human cognition.
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Appendix
Example passages from John Grisham’s The Rainmaker.
Predicted high transportation:
She's not crying now. Her eyes are still moist and a shade red, but she's under control.
She nods quickly and says, "Thanks." And then she takes my hand and squeezes it firmly.
"Thanks so much." The elevator jerks and stops. A doctor steps in, and she quickly lets
go of my hand. I stand behind the wheelchair, like a devoted husband. I want to hold
hands again. It's almost eleven, according to the clock on the wall at the fifth floor.
Except for a few nurses and orderlies, the hallway is quiet and deserted. A nurse at the
station looks twice at me as we roll by. Mrs. Riker left with one man, and now she's back
with another. We make a left turn and she points to her door. To my surprise and delight,
she has a private room with her own window and bath. The lights are on. I'm not sure
how mobile she really is, but at this moment she's completely helpless. "You have to help
me," she says. And she says it only once. I carefully bend over her, and she wraps her
arms around my neck. She squeezes and presses harder than necessary, but no
complaints. The gown is stained with soda, but I'm not particularly concerned. She's a
snug fit, up close to me, and I quickly discern that she's not wearing a bra. I squeeze her
tighter to me. I gently lift her from the chair, an easy task because she doesn't weigh more
than a hundred and ten, cast and all. We maneuver up to the bed, taking as long as
possible, making a fuss over her fragile leg, adjusting her just right as I very slowly ease
her onto the bed. We reluctantly let go of each other. Our faces are just inches apart when
the same nurse romps in, her rubber soles squishing on the tiled floor. "What happened?"
she exclaims, pointing at the stained gown. We're still untangling and trying to separate.
"Oh, that. Just an accident," Kelly explains. The nurse never stops moving. She reaches
into a drawer under the television and pulls out a folded gown. "Well, you need to
change," she says, tossing it onto the bed beside Kelly. "And you need a sponge bath."
She stops for a second, jerks her head toward me and says, "Get him to help you." I take a
deep breath and feel faint. "I can do it," Kelly says, placing the gown on the table next to
the bed. "Visiting hours are over, hon," she says to me. "You kids need to wrap it up."
She squishes out of the room. I close the door and return to the side of her bed. We study
each other. "Where's the sponge?" I ask, and we both laugh. She has big dimples that
form perfectly at the corners of her smile. "Sit up here," she says, patting the edge of the
bed. I sit next to her with my feet hanging off. We are not touching. She pulls a white
sheet up to her armpits, as if to hide the stains. I'm quite aware of how this looks. A
battered wife is a married woman until she gets a divorce. Or until she kills the bastard.
"So what do you think of Cliff?" she asks. "You wanted me to see him, didn't you?" "I
guess." "He should be shot." "That's rather severe for a little tantrum, isn't it?" I pause for
a moment and look away. I've decided that I will not play games with her. Since we're
talking, then we re going to be honest. What am I doing here? "No, Kelly, it's not severe.
Any man who beats his wife with an aluminum bat needs to be shot." I watch her closely
as I say this, and she doesn't flinch. "How do you know?" she asks. "The paper trail.
Police reports, ambulance reports, hospital records. How long do you wait before he
decides to hit you in the head with his bat? That could kill you, you know. Coupla good
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shots to the skull-" "Stop it! Don't tell me how it feels." She looks at the wall, and when
she looks back at me the tears have started again. "You don't know what you're talking
about." "Then tell me." "If I wanted to discuss it, I would've brought it up. You have no
right to go digging around in my life." "File for divorce. I'll bring the papers tomorrow.
Do it now, while you're in the hospital being treated for the last beating. What better
proof? It'll sail through. In three months, you'll be a free woman." She shakes her head as
if I'm a total fool. I probably am. "You don't understand." "I'm sure I don't. But I can see
the big picture. If you don't get rid of this jerk you might be dead in a month. I have the
names and phone numbers of three support groups for abused women." "Abused?"
"Right. Abused. You're abused, Kelly. Don't you know that? That pin in your ankle
means you're abused. That purple spot on your cheek is clear evidence that your husband
beats you. You can get help. File for divorce and get help." She thinks about this for a
second. The room is quiet. "Divorce won't work. I've already tried it." "When?" "A few
months ago. You don't know? I'm sure there's a record of it in the courthouse. What
happened to the paper trail?" "What happened to the divorce?" "I dismissed it." "Why?"
"Because I got tired of getting slapped around. He was going to kill me if I didn't dismiss
it. He says he loves me." "That's very clear. Can I ask you something? Do you have a
father or brother?" "Why?" "Because if my daughter got beat up by her husband, I'd
break his neck." "My father doesn't know. My parents are still seething over my
pregnancy. They'll never get over it..They despised Cliff from the moment he set foot in
our house, and when the scandal broke they went into seclusion. I haven't talked to them
since I left home." "No brother?" "No. No one to watch over me. Until now." This hits
hard, and it takes a while for me to absorb it. "Ill do whatever you want," I say. "But you
have to file for divorce." She wipes tears with her fingers, and I hand her a tissue from
the table. "I can't file for divorce." "Why not?" "He'll kill me. He tells me so all the time.
See, when I filed before, I had this really rotten lawyer, found him in the yellow pages or
someplace like that. I figured they were all the same. And he thought it would be cute to
get the deputy to serve the divorce papers on Cliff while he was at work, in front of his
little gang, his drinking buddies and softball team. Cliff, of course, was humiliated. That
was my first visit to the hospital. I dismissed the divorce a week later, and he still
threatens me all the time. He'll kill me." The fear and terror are plainly visible in her eyes.
She shifts slightly, frowning as if a sharp pain has hit her ankle. She groans, and says,
"Can you put a pillow under it?" I jump from the bed. "Sure." She points to two thick
cushions in the chair. "One of those," she says. This, of course, means that the sheet will
be removed. I help with this. She pauses for a second, looks around, says, "Hand me the
gown too." I take a jittery step to the table, and hand her the fresh gown. "Need some
help?" I ask. "No, just turn around." As she says this, she's already tugging at the old
gown, pulling it over her head. I turn around very slowly. She takes her time. Just for the
hell of it, she tosses the stained gown onto the floor beside me. She's back there, less than
five feet away, completely naked except for a pair of panties and a plaster cast. I honestly
believe I could turn around and stare at her, and she wouldn't mind. I'm dizzy with this
thought. I close my eyes and ask myself, What am I doing here? "Rudy, would you get
me the sponge?" she coos. "It's in the bathroom. Run some warm water over it. And a
towel, please." I turn around. She's sitting in the middle of the bed clutching the thin sheet
to tier chest. The fresh gown has not been touched. I can't help but stare. "In there," she
nods. I take a few steps into the small bathroom, where I find the sponge. As I soak it in
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water, I watch her in the mirror above the sink. Through a crack in the door, I can see her
back. All of it. The skin is smooth and tanned, but there's an ugly bruise between her
shoulders. I decide that I'll be in charge of this bath. She wants me to, I can tell. She's hurt
and vulnerable. She likes to flirt, and she wants me to see her body. I'm all tingles and
shakes. Then, voices. The nurse is back. She's buzzing around the room when I reenter.
She stops and grins at me, as if she almost caught us. "Time's up," she says. "It's almost
eleven-thirty. This isn't a hotel." She pulls the sponge from my hand. "I'll do this. Now
you get out of here." I just stand there, smiling at Kelly and dreaming of touching those
legs. The nurse firmly grabs my elbow and ushers me to the door. "Now go on," she
scolds in mock frustration. AT THREE in the morning I sneak down to the hammock,
where I rock absently in the still night, watching the stars flicker through the limbs and
leaves, recalling every delightful move she made, hearing her troubled voice, dreaming of
those legs. It has fallen upon me to protect her, there's no one else. She expects me to
rescue her, then to put her back together. It's obvious to both of us what will happen then.
I can feel her clutching my neck, pressing close to me for those few precious seconds. I
can feel the featherweight of her entire body resting naturally in my arms. She wants me
to see her, to rub her flesh with a warm sponge. I know she wants this. And, tonight, I
intend to do it. I watch the sun rise through the trees, then fall asleep counting the hours
until I see her again.

Predicted low transportation:
It was decided over the wine last night that it would be a mistake to beat Reisky over the
head with the manuals. There are several reasons for this line of thinking. First, the
evidence is already before the jury. Second, it was first presented in a very dramatic and
effective manner, i.e., we caught Lufkin lying through his teeth. Third, Reisky is quick
with words and will be hard to pin down. Fourth, he's had time to prepare for the assault
and will do a better job of holding his own. Fifth, he'll seize the opportunity to further
confuse the jury. And, most important, it will take time. It would be easy to spend all day
haggling with Reisky over the manuals and the statistical data. I'd kill a day and get
nowhere in the process. "Who pays your salary, Mr. Reisky?" "My employer. The
National Insurance Alliance." "Who funds the NIA?" "The insurance industry." "Does
Great Benefit contribute to the NIA?" "Yes." "And how much does it contribute?" He
looks at Drummond, who's already on his feet. "Objection, Your Honor, this is
irrelevant." "Overruled. I think it's quite relevant." "How much, Mr. Reisky?" I repeat,
helpfully. He obviously doesn't want to say, and looks squeamish. "Ten thousand dollars
a year." "So they pay you more than they paid Donny Ray Black." "Objection!"
"Sustained." "Sorry, Your Honor. I'll withdraw that comment." "Move to have it stricken
from the record, Your Honor," Drummond says angrily. "So ordered." We take a breath
as tempers subside. "Sorry, Mr. Reisky," I say humbly with a truly repentant face. "Does
all of your money come from insurance companies?" "We have no other funding." "How
many insurance companies contribute to the NIA?" "Two hundred and twenty." "And
what was the total amount contributed last year?" "Six million dollars." "And you use this
money to lobby with?" "We do some lobbying, yes." "Are you getting paid extra to
testify in this trial?" "No." "Why are you here?" "Because I was contacted by Great
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Benefit. I was asked to come testify." Very slowly, I turn and point to Dot Black. "And,
Mr. Reisky, can you look at Mrs. Black, look her squarely in the eyes, and tell her that
her son's claim was handled fairly and properly by Great Benefit?" It takes him a second
or two to focus on Dot's face, but he has no choice. He nods, then finally says crisply,
"Yes. It certainly was." I, of course, had planned this. I wanted it to be a dramatic way to
quickly end Reisky's testimony, but I certainly didn't expect it to be humorous. Mrs.
Beverdee Hardaway, a stocky black woman of fifty-one, who's juror number three and
sitting in the middle of the front row, actually laughs at Reisky's absurd response. It's an
abrupt burst of laughter, obviously spontaneous because she cuts it off as rapidly as
possible. Both hands' fly up to her mouth. She grits her teeth and clenches her jaws and
looks around wildly to see how much damage she's done. Her body, though, keeps
gyrating slightly. Unfortunately for Mrs. Hardaway, and quite blessedly for us, the
moment is contagious. Mr. Ranson Pelk who sits directly behind her gets tickled at
something. So does Mrs. Ella Faye Salter who sits next to Mrs. Hardaway. Within
seconds of the initial eruption, there is widespread laughing throughout the jury box.
Some jurors glance at Mrs. Hardaway as if she's still the source of the mischief. Others
look directly at Reisky and shake their heads in amused bewilderment. Reisky assumes
the worst, as if he's the reason they're laughing. His head falls and he studies the floor.
Drummond chooses simply to ignore it, though it must be awfully painful. Not a face can
be seen from his group of bright young eagles. They've all got their noses stuck in files
and books. Aldy and Underhall examine their socks. Kipler wants to laugh himself. He
tolerates the comedy for a bit, and as it begins to subside he raps his gavel, as if to
officially record the fact that the jury actually laughed at the testimony of Payton Reisky.
It happens quickly. The ridiculous answer, the burst of laughter, the cover-up, the
chuckling and giggling and head-shaking skepticism, all last but a few seconds. I detect,
though, a certain forced relief on the part of some of the jurors. They want to laugh, to
express disbelief, and in doing so they can, if only for a second, tell Reisky and Great
Benefit exactly what they think about what they're hearing. Brief though it is, it's an
absolutely golden moment. I smile at them. They smile at me. They believe everything
from my witnesses, nothing from Drummond's. "Nothing else, Your Honor," I say with
disgust, as if I'm tired of this lying scoundrel. Drummond is obviously surprised. He
thought I'd spend the rest of the day hammering Reisky with the manuals and the
statistics. He shuffles paper, whispers to T. Price, then stands and says, "Our next witness
is Richard Pellrod." Pellrod was the senior claims examiner over Jackie Lemancyzk. He
was a terrible witness during deposition, a real chip on his shoulder, but his appearance
now is no surprise. They must do something to cast mud on Jackie. Pellrod was her
immediate boss. He's forty-six, of medium build with a beer gut, little hair, bad features,
liver spots and nerdish eyeglasses. There's nothing physically attractive about the poor
guy, and he obviously doesn't care. If he says Jackie Lemancyzk was nothing but a whore
who tried to snare his body as well, I'll bet the jury starts laughing again. Pellrod has the
irascible personality you'd expect from a person who's worked in claims for twenty years.
Just slightly friendlier than the average bill collector, he simply cannot convey any
warmth or trust to the jury. He's a low-level corporate rat who's probably been working in
the same cubicle for as long as he can remember. And he's the best they have! They can't
bring back Lufkin or Aldy or Keeley because they've already lost all credibility with the
jury. Drummond has a half-dozen home office people left on his witness list, but I doubt
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if he calls all of them. What can they say? The manuals don't exist? Their company
doesn't lie and hide documents? Drummond and Pellrod Q&A through a well-rehearsed
script for half an hour, more breathless inner workings of the claims department, more
heroic efforts by Great Benefit to treat its insured fairly, more yawns from the jury. Judge
Kipler decides to insert himself into the boredom. He interrupts this little tag-team, says,
"Counselor, could we move along?" Drummond appears shocked and wounded. "But,
Your Honor, I have the right to conduct a thorough examination of this witness." "Sure
you do. But most of what he's said so far is already before the jury. It's repetitive."
Drummond just can't believe this. He's incredulous, and he pretends, quite
unsuccessfully, to act as if the judge is picking on him. "I don't recall your telling
plaintiff's counsel to hurry up." He shouldn't have said this. He's trying to prolong this
flare-up, and he's picking a fight with the wrong judge. "That's because Mr. Baylor kept
the jury awake, Mr. Drummond. Now move along." Mrs. Hardaway's outburst and the
snickering it created has obviously loosened up the jurors. They're more animated now,
ready to laugh again at the expense of the defense. Drummond glares at Kipler as if hell
discuss this later and straighten things out. Back to Pellrod, who sits like a toad, eyes
half-open, head tilted to one side. Mistakes were made, Pellrod admits with a weak effort
at remorse, but nothing major. And, believe it or not, most of the mistakes can be
attributed to Jackie Lemancyzk, a troubled young woman. Back to the Black claim for a
while as Pellrod discusses some of the less-damning documents. He never gets around to
the denial letters, but instead spends a lot of time with paperwork that is irrelevant and
unimportant. "Mr. Drummond," Kipler interrupts sternly, "I've asked you to move along.
These documents are in evidence for the jury to examine. This testimony has already
been covered with other witnesses. Now, move it." Drumrnond's feelings are hurt by this.
He's being harangued and picked on by an unfair judge. He takes time to collect himself.
His acting is not up to par. They decide to fashion a new strategy with the claims manual.
Pellrod says it's just a book, nothing more or less. Personally, he hasn't looked at the
damned thing in years. They keep changing it so much that most of the veteran claims
handlers just ignore it. Drummond shows him Section U, and, son of a gun, he's never
seen it before. Means nothing to him. Means nothing to the many handlers under his
supervision. Personally, he doesn't know a single claims handler who bothers with the
manual. So how are claims really handled? Pellrod tells us. Under Drumrnond's
prompting, he takes a hypothetical claim, walks it through the normal channels. Step by
step, form by form, memo by memo. Pellrod's voice remains in the same octave, and he
bores the hell out of the jury. Lester Days, juror number eight, on the back row, nods off
to sleep. There are yawns and heavy eyelids as they try vainly to stay awake. It does not
go unnoticed. If Pellrod is crushed by his failure to dazzle die jury, he doesn't show it.
His voice doesn't change, his manner remains the same. He finishes with some alarming
revelations about Jackie Lemancyzk. She was known to have a drinking problem, and
often came to work smelling of liquor. She missed more work than the other claims
handlers. She grew increasingly irresponsible, and her termination was inevitable. What
about her sexual escapades? Pellrod and Great Benefit have to be careful here because
this topic will be discussed again on another day in another courtroom. Whatever is said
here will be recorded and preserved for future use. So, instead of making her a whore
who readily slept with anybody, Drummond wisely takes the higher ground.
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Passage used by Green et al. (2008):
There are a few faxes. A couple from classmates with words of congratulations, and
jokingly asking for loans. A sweet one from Madeline Skinner at the law school. And two
from Max Leuberg. The first is a copy of a short article in a Chicago newspaper about the
verdict. The second is a copy of a story dated yesterday from a paper in Cleveland. It
describes the Black trial at length, then relates the growing troubles at Great Benefit. At
least seven states are now investigating the company, including Ohio. Policyholder suits
are being filed around the country, and many more are expected. The Memphis verdict is
expected to prompt a flood of litigation. Ha, ha, ha. We delight in the misery we've
instigated. We laugh at the image of M. Wilfred Keeley looking at the financial
statements again and trying to find more cash. Surely it's in there somewhere! The florist
arrives with a beautiful arrangement, a congratulatory gift from Booker Kane and the
folks at Marvin Shankle's firm. I had expected the phone to be ringing like mad with
clients looking for solid legal representation. It's not happening yet. Deck said there were
a couple of calls before ten, one of which was a wrong number. I'm not worried. Kipler
calls at eleven, and I switch to the clean phone just in case Drummond is still listening.
He has an interesting story, one in which I might be involved. Before the trial started last
Monday, while we were all gathered in his office, I told Drummond that we would settle
for one point two million. Drummond scoffed at this, and we went to trial. Evidently, he
failed to convey this offer to his client, who now claims it would have seriously
considered paying just what I wanted. Whether or not the company would have settled at
that point is unknown, but in retrospect, one point two million is much more digestible
than fifty point two. At any rate, the company is now claiming it would have settled, and
it's claiming its lawyer, the great Leo F. Drummond, committed a grievous error when he
failed or refused to pass along my offer. Underhall, the in-house lawyer, has been on the
phone all morning with Drummond and Kipler. The company is furious, and humiliated,
and wounded and obviously looking for a scapegoat. Drummond at first denied it ever
happened, but Kipler nipped that in the bud. This is where I come in. They might need an
affidavit from me setting out the facts as I remember them. Gladly, I say. I'll prepare one
right now. Great Benefit has already fired Drummond and Trent & Brent, and things
could get much worse. Underhall has mentioned the filing of a malpractice claim against
the firm. The implications are enormous. Like all firms, Trent & Brent carries
malpractice insurance, but it has a limit. A fifty-million-dollar policy is unheard of. A
fifty-million-dollar mistake by Leo F. Drummond would place a severe strain on the
firm's finances. I can't help but smile at this. After I hang up, I relay the conversation to
Deck. The idea of Trent & Brent being sued by an insurance company is hilarious. The
next call is from Cooper Jackson. He and his pals filed suit this morning in federal court
in Charlotte. They represent over twenty policyholders who got screwed by Great Benefit
in 1991, the year of the scheme. When it's convenient for me, he would like to visit my
office and go through my file. Anytime, I say, anytime. Deck and I do lunch at Moe's, an
old restaurant downtown near the courthouses where the lawyers and judges like to eat. I
get a few looks, one handshake, a slap on the back from a classmate in law school. I
should eat here more often. THE MISSION IS ON for tonight, Monday, because the
ground is dry and the temperature is around forty. The last three games were canceled
because of bad weather. What kind of nuts play softball in the winter? Kelly doesn't
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answer. It's obvious what kind of nut we're dealing with. She's certain they'll play tonight
because it's so important to them. They've suffered through two weeks with no ball and
no beer parties afterward and no heroics to brag about. Cliff wouldn't dare miss the game.
It starts at seven, and just to be safe we drive by the softball field. PFX Freight is indeed
on the field. I speed away. I've never done anything like this before, and I'm quite
nervous. In fact, we're both scared. We don't say much. The closer we get to the
apartment, the faster I drive. I have a .38 under my seat, and I plan to keep it close by.
Assuming he hasn't changed the locks, Kelly thinks we can be in and out in less than ten
minutes. She wants to grab most of her clothes and a few other items. Ten minutes is the
max, I tell her, because there might be neighbors watching. And these neighbors might be
inclined to call Cliff, and, well, who knows. Her wounds were inflicted five nights ago,
and most of the soreness is gone. She can walk without pain. She says she's strong
enough to grab clothing and move about quickly. It'll take both of us. The apartment
complex is fifteen minutes from the softball field. It consists of a half-dozen three-story
buildings scattered around a pool and two tennis courts. Sixty-eight units, the sign says.
Thankfully, her former apartment is on the ground floor. I can't park anywhere near her
door, so I decide that we'll first enter the apartment, quietly gather the things we want,
then I'll pull onto the grass, throw everything into the backseat, and we'll fly away. I park
the car, and take a deep breath. "Are you scared?" she asks. "Yes." I reach under the seat
and get the gun. "Relax, he's at the ball field. He wouldn't miss it for the world." "If you
say so. Let's do it." We sneak through the darkness to her unit without seeing another
person. Her key fits, the door is open, we're inside. A light in the kitchen and one in the
hallway are on and provide sufficient lighting. Clothing is strewn across two chairs in the
den. Empty beer cans and corn chip bags litter the end tables and the floor under them.
Cliff the bachelor has been quite a slob. He stops for a second, looks around in disgust,
says, "I'm sorry." "Hurry, Kelly," I say. I place the gun on a narrow snack bar separating
the den from the kitchen. We go to the bedroom, where I turn on a small lamp. The bed
hasn't been made in days. More beer cans and a pizza box. A Playboy. She points to the
drawers in a small cheap dresser. "That's my stuff," she says. We're whispering. I remove
the pillowcases and begin stuffing them with lingerie, socks and pajamas. Kelly is pulling
clothes from the closet. I take a load of dresses and blouses to the den and drape them
across a chair, then go back to the bedroom. "You can't take everything," I say, looking at
the packed closet. She says nothing, hands me another load, and I take it to the den. We
work quickly, silently. I feel like a thief. Every movement makes too much noise. My
heart is pounding as I race back and forth to the den with each load. "That's enough," I
finally say. She carries a stuffed pillowcase and I carry several dresses on hangers, and I
follow her to the den. "Let's get out of here," I say, nervous as hell. There's a slight noise
at the door. Someone's trying to get in. We freeze and look at each other. She takes a step
toward the door, when it suddenly bursts open, striking her and knocking her into the
wall. Cliff Riker crashes into the room. "Kelly! I'm home!" he yells as he sees her falling
over a chair. I am standing directly in front of him, less than ten feet away, and he's
moving quickly, a blur, all I can see is his yellow PFX Freight jersey, his red eyes and his
weapon of choice. I freeze in absolute terror as he coils the aluminum softball bat and
whirls it around mightily at my head. "You sonofabitch!" he screams as he unloads a
massive swing. Frozen though I am, I'm able to duck just milliseconds before the bat
blows by above me. I hear it whistle by. I feel its force. His home run stroke connects
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with a hapless little wooden column on the edge of the snack bar, shattering it into a
million pieces and knocking over a pile of dirty dishes. Kelly screams. The swing was
designed to crush my skull, and when it missed, his body kept whirling so that his back is
to me. I charge like a madman, and knock him over the chair filled with hangers and
clothes. Kelly screams again somewhere behind us. "Get the gun!" I yell. He's quick and
strong and on his feet before I can regain my balance. "I'll kill you!" he yells, swinging
again, missing again as I barely dodge another hit. The second stroke gets nothing but air.
"You sonofabitch!" he growls as he jerks the bat around. He will not get a third chance, I
decide quickly. Before he can cock the bat, I lunge at his face with a right hook. It lands
on his jaw and stuns him just long enough for me to lack him in the crotch. My foot lands
perfectly. I can hear and feel his testicles pop as he explodes in an agonized cry. He
lowers the bat, I grab it and twist it away. I swing hard and catch him directly across his
left ear, and the noise is almost sickening. Bones crunch and break. He falls to all fours,
his head dangling for a second, then he turns and looks at me. He raises his head and
starts to get up. My second swing starts at the ceiling and falls with all the force I can
muster. I drive the bat down with all the hatred and fear imaginable, and it lands solidly
across the top of his head. I start to swing again, when Kelly grabs me. "Stop it, Rudy!" I
stop, glare at her, then look at Cliff. He's flat on his stomach, shaking and moaning. We
watch in horror as he grows still. An occasional twitch, then he tries to say something. A
nauseating guttural sound comes out. He tries to move his head, which is bleeding like
crazy. "I'm going to kill the bastard, Kelly," I say, breathing heavily, still scared, still in a
rage. "No." "Yes. He would've killed us." "Give me the bat," she says. "What?" "Give me
the bat, and leave." I'm amazed at how calm she is at this moment. She knows precisely
what has to be done. "What . . . ?" I try to ask, looking at her, looking at him. She takes
the bat from my hands. "I've been here before. Leave. Go hide. You were not here
tonight. I'll call you later." I can do nothing but stand still and look at the struggling,
dying man on the floor.
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